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As we roll out the second issue of the
Potato Magazine Kenya, I note with satisfaction
that many partners have joined us in changing
the fortunes of potato farmers and in the
development of this very important subsector.
From this partnership, some landmark
achievements have been made. This includes,
but is not limited to, introduction of many
high-performing varieties, the introduction of
mechanization and especially in smallholder
potato farming in Narok; business engagements
between farmers, on the one hand, and buyers,
processors, ﬁrms involved in control of diseases
and pests and potato-related businesses, on the
other hand. From the engagements, farmers
are starting to reap some beneﬁts, including
training on good agricultural practices, access
to high-yielding seed varieties as well as viable
and accessible options for managing diseases and pests.
However I note with concern that we are not there yet as far as the introduction of standard
packaging of potatoes is concerned. But even as we all wait for the court case against the
packing of potatoes in double bags be concluded, I am happy to note that the initiative in Elgeyo
Marakwet aimed at introducing standardized bags has borne some fruits.
By publishing this magazine, NPCK’s main goals is to create awareness about new developments,
innovations, the issues that hinder progress in the subsector and the interventions being made
by the Council, jointly with its partners and other stakeholders in addressing the challenges
facing the subsector.
As the reader will ﬁnd out from the stories presented, we are yet to comprehensively address
the challenges affecting the subsector. This includes lack of appropriate policies, regulations
and standards as well as institutional and budgetary support. This is compounded by poor
marketing infrastructure, weak breeding programs, inadequacy of seed potato and low adoption
of varieties suitable for processing. The challenges have consequently led to low productivity
especially in smallholder farms besides reducing the capacity of the potato subsector to address
food insecurity as envisaged in the Kenya Vision 2030.
Nevertheless, as the reader will realize, there are indeed determined efforts to address these
challenges. The initiatives detailed in the magazine need to be expanded so that the beneﬁts
being realized can be enjoyed by stakeholders and especially smallholder farmers who are the
primary producers of the crop.
As a multi-stakeholder organization, NPCK’s responsibility is to help plan, organize, and coordinate potato value chain activities. I strongly believe that sharing information is one way via
which progress can be made in the subsector. In this regard, the magazine has disseminated
useful and hands-on information that, I hope, will be of interest to a wide range of players in
the entire value chain. Within these pages are news and features on available seed technologies,
mechanization of potato farming, business opportunities within the value chain, marketing as
well as storage of potatoes.
Lastly, I thank our partners and especially KEPHIS, KALRO, the Ministry of Agriculture,
Livestock and Fisheries, County governments in Nyandarua, Narok, Bomet, Meru, Elgeyo
Marakwet, Nakuru, Nyeri and other potato growing counties who have provided variable
support to NPCK’s initiatives. NPCK deeply appreciates the SNV Netherlands Organization
and the Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit GmbH - GIZ for supporting
the development, publishing and distribution of the magazine.

Wachira Kaguongo
Chief Executive Ofﬁcer,
National Potato Council of Kenya
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ADC Enhances Farmers’
Access to Certiﬁed Seed

Expanding Potato Production
Technologies for Increased
Incomes in Kenya
By Judith Oyoo, Nancy Ng’ang’a & Moses Nyongesa

T

he Korean Project on
International Agriculture
(KOPIA) was initiated in 2015
and has partnered with
KALRO on a 3 – year project
with the objective of expanding potato
production technologies developed using
demonstration plots, field and open days,
capacity building training, brochures, books
and other promotional materials.
The potato production technologies
disseminated include the release of
commercial potato varieties suitable for
different potato growing regions, correct
seed size, certified seed against farm-saved
seed and crop management practices
(appropriate spacing, different fertilizer
regimes, weeding and spraying). In addition,
the KOPIA-supported project bought
certified seed from KALRO seed unit and
distributed to groups for bulking on half acre
plots.
Following this, the project has done 19
demonstrations in the last 3 seasons, trained
430 farmers directly through the demos at
village level, field days and open days and
more than 1,000 in-directly through the
multiplier effect. Yields have increased by
500% as a result of using high quality seed
and proven potato production practices For
instance, farmers who used to harvest 20
bags (i.e. extended bag approximately 110
kg) before the onset of project, were able to
get 100 bags per acre after inception of the

Seed potato Var sherekea plants growing in misting nutriet supply under hydroponic system

Some of the farmers with the KOPIA Country Director, Dr Kim Choong-Hoe, Korean students and
KALRO officer, Judith Oyoo

project, 5 times more!
This has increased household incomes
in equal margins leading farmers to
investments in other areas such as paying
school fees for their children, leasing more
land to increase production and construction
of a DLS store in the homes. The communities
surrounding the demo area have benefited
from the lessons given by farmer members
and from distribution of high quality seed,
with majority acknowledging the positive
change they see on their crop.
The KOPIA supported project has also
developed a ‘Potato Handbook’ and
brochures entitled ‘Improved Potato yield
for higher Yields and increased household

Farmer exchange visits in Nakuru county done to promote peer learning and knowledge sharing
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incomes’ which has been distributed freely to
stakeholders.
Towards strengthening knowledgesharing among potato growers within the
project and promoting adult learning/
peer-to-peer learning, farmers were taken
on an exchange visit where farmers from
Nakuru and Nyandarua counties were taken
to KOPIA-supported demo fields in Kiambu
while farmers from Kiambu were taken to
Nakuru county. This led to learning and
knowledge sharing especially on market
linkages and access.
Farmers from Kiambu County were able
to learn that farmers from Nakuru County
had formed a co-operative union for potato
growers and that the majority of them were
members. They also learned that the latter
have a ware potato store and were in the
process of finalizing signing of contract
with processors in Nairobi. These milestones
awakened these farmers on the profitability
of the potato production business.
Farmer groups involved in KOPIAsupported project have confidence of
training their fellow farmers on improved
potato production technologies. They
have also joined hands to be able to
acquire certified seed as compared to the
degenerated farm-saved seed. Lastly, they
have realized that certified seed give higher
yields of better quality which consequently
makes their potato production ventures
more profitable.

T

he Agricultural Development
Corporation (ADC) began
production of seed potatoes
through a hydroponics system
in 2015 at the ADC Sirikwa farm.
Relying on cocopeat as the substrate, the
system enables the production of numerous
quantities of mini-tubers per unit area
particularly from popular and preferred
varieties while maximizing on use of space.
In 2010, ADC set up an aeroponics system
under the 3G CIP project. The system
produces seed potatoes known as minitubers whose size ranges from 10mm to
20mm. The system maintains the roots of
the plant by suspending them in the air
and in conditions of total darkness while
nutrient-enriched water is sprayed on
them periodically. Roots grow in the air,
and this ensures that the tubers do not
come into contacts with soil pathogens.
This enables production per plant to
increase considerably. Over time, the ADC
has specialised on varieties that perform
well with minimum yield ranging from
50 to 75 tubers per plant over a period of
3 months depending on the variety. The
system has raised seed productivity and
significantly reduced soil-based diseases.
The Corporation’s laboratory in Molo, Nakuru
County is used to produce disease-free
plants, sourced from the Tigoni branch
of the Kenya Agriculture and Livestock
Research Organization (KALRO) or at the
PQS-CIP-managed laboratories at Muguga
area in Kiambu County. ADC began with just
5 varieties, in 2010 - Dutch Robijn, Tigoni,
Asante, Kenya Mpya and Kenya Sherekea.
The main operation was rapid production for
use in the conventional green houses.
Today the facility boosts of up to 17
varieties including the popular Shangi, Kenya

Karibu, Unica, Arka among others as well as
improved technical expertise and expansion.
The operations have expanded to involve
testing and eradication of viruses via a hot
box eradication system. The varieties are
produced between 7to 15 days in a growth
room following which they are hardened for
another seven days in a screen house. Once
strong shoots and roots are established,
the plants are transferred to green house
beds operating under an aeroponics and
hydroponic systems. The entire production
period takes roughly 120 days.
This revolutionary system of production
of certified potato seed denotes ADC’s
turnaround from relying on traditional,
conventional means and has aided in
addressing the persistent shortage of
basic seed for planting in Kenyan farms.
Difficult as it was in the beginning, the ADC
management addressed this by establishing
an effective tissue culture laboratory for the
production of mini-tuber seed potato.
There is also a conventional system

producing mini-tubers using sterilized soil
in pots. Once plants have formed stable
roots, they are planted in the trough that is
about 15cm deep. Like aeroponics a nutrient
solution is introduced to allow tubers to
grow using drip lines or misters. Moulding is
done when plants are one month old. The
system is automated and will require regular
pH checks of the solution and moisture levels
which ultimately determine the irrigation
frequency. The harvest from the conventional
soil based mini-tuber production usually
gives between 10 and 20 smaller tubers
while the cocopeat hydroponic systems
result in larger number of mini-tubers
averaging (20 to 30) depending on variety.
The harvesting of seed potato is done after
75 to 90 days depending on variety.
The resultant mini-tubers are of high
quality as they are grown in a controlled,
disease-free environment. The seeds are
graded according to size, counted and
packed (in 5kg, 10kg, 20kg, and 50kg batches)
and prepared for storage or sprouting. Once
proper sprouting is achieved, these minitubers or first-generation seed becomes
breeder seed with good agricultural practice
-a step towards certified seed access to
farmers.
The process is highly specialized
and requires technical expertise and
infrastructure. Currently, ADC has been
able to increase the area under mini-tuber/
breeders seed by 200% by employing this
technique.
More information on certified seed
potato production guidelines, how to place
orders at ADC etc. in subsequent editions

Mr. Richard Aiyabei explains the Clonal propagation system to guests during a farm field day
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A section of farmers consenting on a review to the
potato marketing and packaging standards

Willy Bett, Cabinet Secretaty, Ministry of Agriculture livestock and fisheries (MoALF)

National Potato Conference
Offered Opportunities for
Stakeholder Interactions

A

s part of its efforts to transform
the potato industry, the
National Potato Council of
Kenya (NPCK) has established
forums for information sharing,
showcasing technologies and innovations
and for business-to-business interaction.
In May 2017, the Council organized a
two-day conference that brought together
hundreds of stakeholders in the crop’s value
chain. Held on May 24th and 25th at the
Kenya Agricultural and Livestock Research
Organisation’s (KALRO) head office in Nairobi,
the National Potato Conference had the
theme of Optimizing opportunities in the
potato value chains through innovations and
partnerships. It was officially opened by Mr
Willy Bett, the Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of
Agriculture, Livestock and Fisheries (MoALF)
who called on Kenyans to diversify their diet
by not only consuming maize but also other
foodstuffs such as potatoes. He noted that
the crop had a key role in solving food crisis
in the country and that the government
had come up with a strategic food security
programme under vision 2030. However, for
potato to take its rightful place, the CS said
that challenges in the seed potato system,
storage and marketing of potatoes ought to
be tackled through the adoption of simple
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and practical solutions.
“Potato production needs to be a
profitable and viable enterprise for our
farmers” he said. The CS called for more
partnerships in the key sectors and
encouraged the youth to invest in the potato
sector by taking advantage of NPCK’s SMSbased seed and ware potato marketing
platform.
The conference aimed at creating
awareness and demonstrate Potato
technologies and innovations and to provide
a networking platform for stakeholders.
Over 1,000 participants attended and 26
exhibitors drawn from the entire potato
value chain attended the Conference. Besides
Safaricom, other sponsors included the
Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale
Zusammenarbeit GmbH (GIZ), Irish Embassy,
the Kenya- Netherlands seed Potato
development project, MoALF and KALRO.
Other sponsors included the Alliance
for Green Revolution in Africa (AGRA),
International Potato Center(CIP), Grow Africa,
SNV the Netherlands Organisation, and
Safaricom.
Addressing the gathering, the Director
General of KALRO commended the NPCK for
rolling out activities geared towards boosting
fortunes in the potato subsector.
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More than 80 business leaders from
across the potato value chain attended. The
conference gave them an opportunity to
connect with key influencers in the potato
subsector, build relationship with other
stakeholders and benefit from new ideas
and trends. The guest speaker, Mr Kimani
Rugendo, the Managing Director of Kevian
Kenya Ltd, enumerated the investment
opportunities in the potato value chain
and noted that the potato crop was an
important source of livelihood for over 2.7
million people and contributed over US$500
million (Kshs50 billion) to the economy. He

Rose Manyonge
from NPCK training
farmers on Viazi
Soko platform
during the farmer
engagement forum

urged participants to take advantage of the
available opportunities so that the country
can exploit the full potential of the crop.
The conference had two plenary sessions,
an evening networking session, farmer
engagement forums and exhibitions during
which different topics were discussed. The
evening networking session was entirely
supported by the Safaricom limited, who
is spearheading the Connected Farmer
solution. This is a mobile application tool
used to register, profile and communicate
with farmers; purchase, record and make
payments of potatoes via the mobile money
transfer system (MPESA) and to link farmers
to markets. The portal also aids in tracking
the movement of produce from the farm to
off-takers, tracks inputs stock items (Input
loans) and enables farmers’ queries to be
responded to.
Participants observed that storage,
marketing and processing were some of the
weakest links in the crop’s value chain. Other
challenges cited include overreliance on
rain-fed farming, large fluctuation in prices
and weak marketing structures. To address
these challenges, they recommended the
construction of warehouses with composite
paneling for storage of seed potato, putting
up diffuse light stores with a membrane
netting to keep out insects and low-cost

Some of the exhibitions during the 2017 conference

A section of participants during the conference

stores such as the ones being developed by
the embassy of Ireland through the IFDC.
Participants also called for experimentation of
store designs such as the use of straw, which
has a high insulating factor. Such a model
exists at Kisima Farm in Meru County.
As far as marketing is concerned,
participants recommended that the law on
pricing by weight and 50-kilo maximum
packaging bags be fast-tracked. They noted
that the Agriculture and Livestock CS has
powers to gazette standards for selling of any
crop in any sector. However, farmers and other
stakeholders must be involved in developing
the standards. By a show of hands, all the
farmers present unanimously voted that they
wanted to be selling potatoes in the standard
50-kg bags and that pricing should be by
weight.
NPCK’s Viazi Soko Platform was
launched during the conference. This
is an online SMS–based technology for
marketing both seed and ware potatoes
in a virtual market place. The platform
was developed through a partnership
between NPCK and CIP through Feed
the future -Accelerated Value Chain
Development (AVCD) project with
technical support from Safaricom. It is
administered by the NPCK which ensures
smooth and efficient interactions of all
the three actors and servicing of both
seed and ware potato orders is efficiently

managed. The farmers present reacted
positively to the rolling out of the
platform which they said makes them
visible and connects them to the market
directly. They said that this saves them
from being exploited by intermediaries
(or brokers).
NPCK has collaborated with farmers,
Safaricom, CIP, Agra, Grow Africa and other
partners to manage and run the viazi soko
platform. The platform will enable farmers
to get technical information and market
their potatoes. During the conference,
over 400 farmers drawn from the 13 main
potato-growing counties were trained
on how to use it as well as Safaricom’s
‘connected farmer’ application.
The event had a matchmaking session
that enabled different stakeholders to
interact with farmers on products and
services, technologies, innovations and
support. Each of the 45-minute sessions
had at least 200 participants. Exhibitors
took the opportunity to display different
technologies and innovations. Among
the exhibitors present were chemical
companies, seed producers, soil testing
companies, Fertilizers Companies and
others involved in organic farming. There
were also firms involved in agricultural
mechanization, insurance, finance, mobile
technologies, potato breeding as well as
regulatory bodies.
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restaurants have set shop in the country and
have maintained high quality standards for the
foods consumed by their clients. In essence, this
has created a need for suitable potato varieties.
Luckily, the varieties released by KEPHIS can
meet some of these standards and are also
suitable for chips and crisps production. Thus, the
international hotels and restaurants do not have
to import potato.
Among the most important attributes of the
varieties is that they are resistant to most diseases
apart from Bacterial Wilt. The varieties have also
created the need for application of technologies,
including use of machines for planting, harvesting
and investment in cold storage facilities. They
also give business people opportunities in seed
multiplication.

Members of the public sample chips from various potato varieties
During a recent potato awareness ﬁeld day at KEPHIS’ Kitale regional ofﬁce

Why Using Certiﬁed
Seed is Important

Susan Mureithi, a potato breeder (front 2nd right) explains to Agriculture CS, Willy Bett (holding potatoes) the process of potato
multiplication. This was during a recent Potato Awareness Field Day at KEPHIS’ Kitale regional ofﬁce. KEPHIS MD, Dr Esther Kimani (left)
and other stakeholders look on

KEPHIS releases certiﬁed potato
varieties important for food
security & economic growth

R

egarded as Kenya’s bread
basket, TransNzoia County is
mainly known for cultivation of
maize, Kenya’s top staple food.
However, maize production
in the area and in other counties has been
under threat following an upsurge of pests
and diseases. This includes armyworm
infestation that now affects many counties as
well as the maize lethal disease that affected
the crop a few years ago.
It is against this background that KEPHIS
and potato breeders decided to promote
the production of potato to increase
food availability. Since 2003, KEPHIS has
collaborated with local and international
breeders to make available for multiplication,
52 potato varieties. These include Ambition,
Laura, Lady Amarilla, Derby, Markies, Sagitta,
Saviola, Musica, Royal and Jelly. Others are El
Mundo, Faluka, Challenger, Evora, Panamera,
Rodeo, Sifra, Voyager, UNICA, Konjo, Carolus,
Zafira, Milva, Connect, Sarpo Mira, Mayan
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Gold etc. However, Shangi controls about
70% of the market.
Nyandarua, Meru, Nyeri, Kiambu, Taita
Taveta, Nakuru, Narok, Bomet, Elgeyo
Marakwet, Trans Nzoia, Bungoma, Uasin
Gishu and West Pokot top in the production
of potatoes. Other potato producing counties
include Kisii, Nyamira, Kirinyaga, Murang’a,
Baringo, Nandi, Laikipia and Kericho while
those with potential are Machakos, Makueni,
Embu, Kajiado, Tharaka Nithi, Samburu, Kwale
and Nairobi. Nyandarua leads in production
commanding 29.8% followed by Nakuru with
18.9% and Elgeyo Marakwet with 16.2%.
As far as productivity is concerned,
large-scale farmers harvest 60-80 bags of
110 kilograms per acre while smallholders
get between 30 bags and 50 bags of 110
kilograms per acre. This is against a potential
production of 150 bags per acre for a 110
kilogram bag.
Maize production cannot adequately
meet the food needs for Kenya’s population
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that currently stands at 45 million and with a
growth rate of 2.6% per annum, this means
that the population will hit the 65 million
mark by 2030 and close to 100 million by
2060. This means that the country will need
to not only diversify but also produce much
more food than it does today. The cultivation
of potato will come in handy since it is a
short cycle crop and is highly productive in
terms of area, time and moisture.
Owing to diminishing land sizes and
diseases, potato production is moving to
the North Rift where pockets of extensive
lands still exist. These lands have been under
cereals and hence low presence of potato
diseases. This is why the field day was held in
Kitale, Trans Nzoia County.
One of the noticeable trends in Kenya is
that the country’s middle class is growing
not just in size but also in terms of disposable
incomes. A lot of its money goes towards
buying chips or French fries. At the same
time, many international hotel chains and
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By William Munyao

T

he success or failure of
potato crop depends on the
quality of the seed planted
by farmers. Growing high
quality potato seed gives
farmers better yields than low quality
seed. Indeed, apart from climatic and
agro-ecological conditions, quality seed
potato is the single most important
factor in determining yields around the
world.
Potato (Solanum tuberosum L.) is
predominantly propagated vegetatively and

therefore prone to pests and diseases. This
leads to decrease in yields and degeneration
during subsequent seed multiplication. It
is therefore important for seed potato to
be certified through a seed certification
program. Such programs are designed
and administered to provide reasonable
assurances of the quality and health of seed.
Seed is certified in classes that indicate
specific quality standards.
In Kenya, seed potato is certified in the
following classes:
s "REEDERS 3EED STOCK SEED n THE LAST

stage of clonal selection or minitubers
produced through aeroponics/
hydroponics systems
0RE "ASIC n PROGENY OF BREEDERS SEED
(stock seed)
"ASIC SEED n PROGENY OF 0RE "ASIC
#ERTIlED n PROGENY OF BASIC SEED
certified seed
Seed certification is important in that
it ensures reliability and health of the
seed produced. It increased yields and
quality especially in commercial crops
thus contributing to national food
and nutrition security. Other benefits
include the following:
)MPROVED HOUSEHOLD INCOMES
#ONTROL AND MANAGEMENT OF PESTS AND
diseases that limit yields and quality
2EDUCES THE USE OF PESTICIDES AND
primes the farm for the adoption of
integrated Pest management

Distinguishing Certified Seed
Certified seed is graded into different
sizes. These include Size I (28.0-45.0mm) and
Size II(46.0-60.0mm) and packed into 50kg
bags which are sealed with certification tag
bearing details on species, variety, category
(or class), size, lot number and the date of
sealing.
The use of certified potato seed should
be encouraged in Kenya since the crop is a
major staple food and is ranked second to
maize in terms of utilization.
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with high sodium, soils with low calcium
and low boron, drought conditions or overapplication of nitrogen and potassium can
all reduce calcium and boron uptake. Low
calcium and/or boron in the plant will result
in hollow brown tubers that taste dreadful
and rot quickly.
To grow a nice big healthy potato tuber
takes some energy! The energy is generated
by photosynthesis. Large, dark green healthy
leaves are needed to optimize converting
the sun’s rays into the sugars required to
make the starch in the tubers. It is important
to have a healthy balance of all the right
minerals in the soil to get these big healthy
leaves.
For successful potato farming, it is
important to follow good agricultural
practice (GAP), with proper land preparation,
certified seed and strict crop rotations.

Soil health for Proﬁtable
Potato Production
By Ruth Vaughan

I

n Kenya, potatoes are the second
major cash crop after maize. The crop
is traditionally grown by smallholders
in the highland areas. The industry
supports a staggering 3.8 million people.
At high altitude, potatoes far outshine
maize in terms of the energy content
produced per hectare per day. In addition to
their high starch content and energy levels,
potatoes have protein, fiber, minerals and
vitamins. Cooked properly and eaten with
their skins on, potatoes are classified as one of
the world’s healthiest foods.
According to KEPHIS and other sources,
the Irish potato has a high potential for
addressing food insecurity, unemployment
and low farm incomes because of its
versatility and high productivity per unit area.
It is emerging as a key candidate towards
the realization of the objective of the Kenya
Vision 2030.
However yields of potatoes in Kenya are
down while demand has increased, resulting
in higher potato prices and the need for
importation to meet the deficit. Average
smallholder yields of 3-6 tons/ha are the
norm, and when combining these yields
with commercial large-scale farmer yields,
the average national yield is estimated to be
about 10 ton/ha. This compares poorly with
the global average production that is roughly
double this level while some countries easily
produce 40 ton/ha. It is obvious that there is
a big yield deficit in potatoes that needs to be
addressed.
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Among the reasons for the decline and
stagnation of the yields include a decline
in soil fertility, a build-up of potato specific
diseases and nematodes that affect plant
health and production.
Potatoes thrive in deep, loose, well-drained,
slightly acidic soil with high organic matter
content. When embarking on a potatogrowing project it is important to have a
full soil health check done; a complete soil
analysis to check the soil fertility, a pathology
screen to check for soil borne pathogens, and
a nematode count to see what nematodes
are there. At CropNuts, we offer a special
discount for this service for potato growers.
This season, farmers in Bomet and Kaptagat
areas have recorded yields of 30-40 ton/
ha, a four-fold increase. This was after their
soils were analysed; following soil fertility
correction recommendations and a proper
fertilizer program specifically tailored to
what was measured in the soil, and their yield
expectations, with properly timed application
of fertilizer at critical crop stages. This takes
the guess work out of fertilizer application,
and reduces over-application and build-up
of specific plant nutrients in the soil, which
cause a decline in soil fertility. The knock-on
effect is lower cost of farm inputs, healthier
plants and less risk to the environment.
Over-application of NPK fertilizers in
high rainfall areas and red soils can create
very acidic conditions. This greatly reduces
the efficiency of the fertilizers that are
applied and causes a loss of soil structure
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and microbial diversity. The year-after-year
cropping with just NPK can drain out the
valuable calcium, magnesium and micronutrients. These need to be added back in
the right amounts. In very acidic soil, toxic
heavy metals, like aluminum and lead, are
more readily available and will be taken up by
the plants in larger amounts; this can affect
plant health and produce a potentially toxic
food product.
Every time soil is worked by ploughing or
digging, a small amount of organic matter
is burnt off. Every time a unit of inorganic
nitrogen is added to the soil, a little bit more
organic matter is burnt off. Decline in organic
matter levels in farmed soils is a common
reason for lower yields. Organic matter
is important to maintain a loose crumb
structure and for maintaining good, beneficial
microbes that help in nutrient re-cycling and
nematode and disease reduction. Organic
matter should be replaced every crop cycle.
With the soil fertility correction program,
farmers are advised on which amendments
need to be added and in what amounts.
Very often, a farmer will need to add lime to
counteract the low soil pH. CropNuts caution
against adding lime right before a potato
crop as it will encourage scab. It is advisable
to plan for lime additions during another
rotational crop cycle.
Calcium and boron are critical nutrients
for determining not only the yield but the
final quality, shelf life and nutritional density
of the potatoes. Acidic soils, sandy soils, soils

Testing the soil and following a factbased approach to feeding your soils can
more than double your potato yields. When
considering that the input costs for potato
farming with regards to seed, fertilizer,
water, land preparation, weeding and crop
protection work out roughly the same for a
good yield and a bad yield. Farmers could
easily get an extra 10 ton/ha (clear profit!)
with a proper fertilizer program. At a farmgate price of 35Ksh/kg, your return on the
investment of a soil analysis could be higher
than 7000%. Not bad at all!
Ruth Vaughan is the Technical Director,
CropNuts
To talk to our agronomists or know
more about ourspecial discounted potato
soil health package please contact us on
support@cropnuts.com.

33 ton/ha potato yield in Kaptagat –
after proper soil testing

Campaign for Standard Bags
picks steam in Elgeyo Marakwet

Farmers packaging and loading the potatoes for the middle
men in 2013

T

he inhabitants of Elgeyo
Marakwet depend largely on
Irish potato for most their
food and income needs. But
like many other farmers in
Kenya, they have been price takers since
what they got from their sweat was always
determined by the middlemen. The latter
would buy potatoes in extended bags for
between Ksh500 and Ksh800. When gross
margins were done in sampled areas, it was
determined that the farmers were making
losses of between of between Ksh3,000 and
Ksh4,000 per acre. Consequently, the farmers
were disillusioned with potato farming and
many felt that they were mere laborers than
owners of the produce.
In early 2014, the Agricultural Sector
Development Support Programme
partnered with the Department of

By 2015, Farmers became happier with the prices they got

Agriculture, Horticultural Crops Directorate
(HCD) in the County, Anglican Development
Services North Rift (ADS), Technoserve Kenya
and other stakeholders to introduce the 50kg bags. The partners campaigned during
the day and monitored transportation at
night. In addition, they undertook massive
sensitization of farmers, distributed the 50Kg
bags and put up cess collecting barriers to
reinforce the regulations on packaging. It
didn’t take long before the farmers owned
the idea and became the law keepers. Later,
no lorry could leave the county with the
extended bags.
However, due to the matter pending in
the court, actors including the traders have
settled on a bag called “soya” which weighs
slightly higher but has nevertheless seen
average potato prices stabilizing at a price of
over Ksh1,000. This has not happened over a

long period of time in the county.
When the same team went to educate
farmers on pricing and marketing strategies
in August 2015, it advised them not to sell
their potatoes for two weeks. As a result, the
smallholder farmers started earning more
by taking control of the value chain. Their
fortunes are expected to be better with the
recent formation and registration of the
Irish Potato Farmers Marketing Associations
branches which have been consolidated to
form a bigger county farmer’s marketing
cooporative societies that will advocate for
the interests of its members.
Indeed, the lives of the farmers are being
transformed. For instance, one farmer,
Madam Tabitha from The Light of Lelan
Women Group, bought a second-hand
tractor and a Sheller from the proceeds she
got from her two acre potato farm.
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Kenya-Dutch Potato
Initiative Bears Fruits

he public-private partnership
programme on seed potatoes
fits well into the strategic
directions of the Kenyan
and Dutch Government, in
which Food Security forms one of the
central pillars. In addition, involvement of
the private sector and the formulation of
strategic public-private partnerships are
seen as essential for the management and
implementation of effective programmes.
Funded by the Dutch government,
the programme has led to cooperation
between public and private sectors has so
far resulted in innovative developments
in breeding and variety development,
seed potato production and certification,
storage, and marketing. The Dutch
approach to seed sector development,
through worldwide partnerships, provides
new insights and knowledge for the
sustainable development of seed potato
supply systems.
The opportunities for private sector
involvement in the seed potato project
include the following:
s 3UPPLY OF HIGH QUALITY SEED POTATOES
(basic seed) for further multiplication
in Kenya and especially varieties that
are suitable for different purposes such
as fresh markets, processing into crisps,
French fries and other uses;
s 3UPPLY OF OTHER INPUTS SUCH AS CROP
protection, chemicals, and fertilisers;
s 3UPPLYING MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT
for seed and ware potato production at
different scales of production;
s 0ROVIDING HANDLING AND STORAGE FACILITIES
at different scales and volume levels;
s 0ROVIDING TRAINING SUPPORT FOR
professional use of sophisticated
machinery and facilities;
s 3UPPLYING EQUIPMENT AND SUPPORT TO
potato processing initiatives including
systems for year-round supply of ware
potatoes for processing;
s #APACITY BUILDING IN ALL AREAS OF
the supply chain including crop
management, logistics, transport,
marketing, retailing; and,
s 0ROVIDING SUPPORT TO GOVERNMENT
programmes related to phytosanitary
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Emilly Osena, Network facilitator, KenyaNetherlands Seed Potato Development
Project

services, food safety and environmental
issues.
The first phase of the initiative run between
mid-2011 and 2012 and focused on establishing
formal collaborations between Dutch and
Kenyan public and private sector stakeholders.
The project encouraged Dutch potato
companies to invest in the Kenyan seed potato
market and to establish the import requirements
from the Kenyan Plant Health Inspectorate
Services (KEPHIS). Kenya and the Netherlands
signed an agreement that paved way for the
importation of Dutch seed potatoes. Different
seed potato varieties of Dutch companies were
tested in National Performance Trials (NPTs). One
Dutch variety (Desiree) was already in Kenya and
was the first to be imported into the country as
a seed potato.
The second phase started in 2013 and
involved guiding, advising and facilitating
Dutch seed companies on how to proceed
with their activities on the Kenyan market.
In addition, Capacity development activities
were carried out with KEPHIS to strengthen
import inspection, seed multiplication and
certification.
In addition, two rounds of national trials
were carried out by KEPHIS. In July 2013,
four Dutch varieties were registered on the
Kenyan variety list and hence accepted for
importation to Kenya. In the second round
of the trials that took place in late 2013,
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another nine new varieties were approved.
In total, 18 Dutch potato varieties were
registered in Kenyan and were licensed for
importation.
The phytosanitary aspects of the
initiative were implemented by
Netherlands General Inspection Services
for Agricultural Seeds and Seed Potato
(NVWA) / Netherlands Food and Consumer
Product Safety Authority (NAK) together
with KEPHIS. Laboratory equipment to
help in diagnostic issues was installed
in KEPHIS laboratories at Muguga.
Diagnostic training courses were carried
out by NVWA/NAK to KEPHIS staff both
in Kenya and the Netherlands. The course
on virology, mycology and bacteriology
testing for classification of seed potatoes
was carried out by NAK.
In 2014, phytosanitary courses by
NVWA/NAK together with KEPHIS were
enhanced and finally 3 containers of 22
tonnes of seed potatoes were imported by
Agrico and Suera. Agrico multiplied and sold
the first bags of seed potatoes to small-scale
farmers in October to be planted in the short
rains season. Some five more Dutch varieties
were registered in Kenya bringing the total
to 18. A number of demontrations were
organised in all potato growing counties
by Kenya Highland SeedsKHS bringing
small scale farmers in contact with the new
varieties. A total of 740 farmers paticipated in
the last 10 demonstrations.
Two stakeholder meetings were organised
in Nairobi drawing in key stakeholders
engaged in different potato initiatives (e.g.
IFDC, GIZ, CIP, NPCK).Engagement with
the NPCK as key potato platform in Kenya
increased avenues and explored for further
collaboration in terms of stakeholder
coordination and communication of project
approach, opportunities and achievements.
In 2015, another 13 Dutch varieties were
registered by KEPHIS bringing the total to 31
from 7 different companies.Jointly with SNV
a ware potato market survey was conducted
resulting in the identification of business
cases that were to be supported in 2016 in
collaboration with the SNV HortImpact project.
Various meetings between KEPHIS and NVWA
on disease control, seed import regulations,

and certifications were organized.
Some 530 tons of seed was imported by
different companies. Some of it was used
for growing seed (by Syngenta, Agrico EA
and ADC) . MoALF and County agriculture
staff from potato growing counties and
other stakeholders were trained on how to
create a conducive business environment for
seed potato production. KEPHIS facilitated a
training on seed potato production while the
Kenya potato variety catalogue was updated
and published featuring 21 Dutch varieties.
Two potato sector stakeholder meetings
were organised in Nairobi drawing in key
stakeholders engaged in different potato
initiatives.
In 2016, investment in enhancing the
capacity of KEPHIS in potato pests and
diseases diagnostics, management of import,
field inspection and certification continued.
The testing and registration of new Dutch

potato varieties for ware and processing
purposes also continued; currently 34
varieties have been registered. Efforts were
also made to link Dutch and Kenyan seed
potato-related business interests through
trade missions, business match-making,
and information sharing. At the same time,
capacity building of medium to large seed
growers was conducted to enhance seed
multiplication and related agri-business
skills. Lastly, research and demonstrations on
adaptability of Dutch varieties, agronomic
practices, mechanization and disease
control was conducted that contributed
to seed potato information dissemination,
stakeholder engagement and sector
coordination.
Phase 3 of the programme will be
running from July 2016 to July 2019. It is
aimed at creating a conducive business
climate for the development of the seed

potato sector in Kenya. The programme has
seen significant investments by seed potato
multipliers in seed potato importation and
multiplication. It has also led to an expansion
of land under potato production and
construction of seed potato stores to ensure
consistent supply of seed to farmers and in
mechanization. Ware potato farmers have
also invested in certified seed, small scale
farm machinery and stores. Crop protection
companies have come up with proper
solutions for managing diseases and pests,
appropriate financial products developed
, expanded markets; investments in potato
processing, equipment and products
Partners in the project include Dutch
seed potato companies, Universities, Kenyan
seed and ware potato growers, National and
County governments, potato processors,
mechanization and crop protection
companies.

Contribution of potato
to human nutrition
By Dr.George Ooko Abong’

A

mong roots and tubers
potato is a major source
of sustenance in SubSaharan Africa (SSA) and
accounts for at least 20%
of calories consumed all over the world. In
Kenya, most potatoes are used mainly in
homemade recipes while about 5% is used
for industrial processing into a variety of
products.
Many people depend on potato as
it provides cheaper source of energy;
chips have become major lunch time
meals while crisps provide cheaper snacks
option. As a major staple, the contribution
of potato to food security of Kenyan
population cannot be overemphasized.
Due to short duration required for growth
and maturity, the crop can be grown twice
each year. An increased production and
consumption may lead to less disease
burden as compared to maize which is
chronically contaminated by aflatoxin that
causes cancer.
Potatoes are abundant in vitamin C, a
major anti-oxidant that also facilitates iron
and other micronutrients’ absorption in the
body. Vitamin C also prevents scurvy which
is a common disease afflicting the human
skin. In the ranges of 60-120 mg/100g, the
levels of vitamin C in potatoes match that

of many fruits and vegetables even when
subjected to vigorous processing such as
frying (that retains at least 45%).
Secondly, variation in carbohydrate
content is due to variations in dry matter
content. This in turn contributes to a range
of energy contents with raw potato tubers
having lower average energy content (318334 KJ/100 g) compared to other roots and
tubers such as sweet potato (485 KJ/100 g),
yam (444 KJ/100 g) and cassava (607 KJ/100
g). However, the energy content is dictated
by processing methods. For instance, frying
into products such as French fries increases
amounts of energy to 776-1200 KJ/100 g
mainly attributed to the absorbed oil during
frying.
Though limited in crude protein, with
an average of 2%, potato protein is highly

digestible with high biological value
compared to eggs and has high lysine
which is limited in cereals. Potato can
therefore complement other staples. Potato
crude fibre ranges 1-2.5% and increases
with frying. The total ash content of the
Kenyan potatoes averages 1% in raw tubers
being high in fried products. Consumers of
potatoes get a number of minerals such as
potassium, phosphorus, calcium, iron and
zinc. With value addition therefore, potatoes
can supply good amounts of essential
nutrients.

George Ooko Abong’ is from the
Department of Food Science, Nutrition
and Technology, University of Nairobi
Email: georkoyo@yahoo.com
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How to Develop Strong

T

he expansion of the potato
subsector has necessitated the
NPCK to adopt the agricultural
value chain development
approch(AVCD) with aim of
developing a vibrant, commercialized and
self-sustained sector. AVCD approach, which
is adopted by the government and most
development organizations in agriculture,
has increased the interactions between the
actors for the purpose of generating tangible
products and benefits. The benefits of these
interactions could be weighed between
specialization by groups (e.g. production only)
vis-a-vis chain integration which takes up
more activities such as production, processing
and marketing.
A growing sense of interdependence and
shared value amongst actors in the potato
value chain has led to a rapid shift in how
inputs are procured, services acquired, value

These achievements have been initiated
and supported by potato producers, input
providers, research and extension service
providers (e.g. KALRO, the Agriculture
& Livestock Ministry, NGOs etc). Others
have been business development service
providers (BDS), regulators (e.g. KEPHIS, AFA,
MOALF) and development partners such as
GIZ, AGRA and others.
A growing number of farmer groups/
cooperatives have utilised the AVCD
approach in establishing effective linkages
with other actors (see Kirimara story

addition and processing perceived and how
marketing is generally done. Consequently,
this has led to a farmer-driven demand for
inputs and services and a market-driven
planned production and feedback system
that defines the future growth of the potato
subsector.
Notable linkages between farmers and
other actors include contract farming and
the development of financial and insurance
products tailored for potato production
cycle. This also includes seed, fertilizer
and agrochemicals companies that have
taken up extension services to farmer
groups in addition to their normal selling.
Mechanization has also taken the centre
stage in increasing efficiencies at production
and ensuring quality is maintained from
production to market. Further, group-level
bulk Storage ensures produce aggregation
and a steady supply of produce to markets.
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and governance. As a result, the
membership has grown tremendously
over the past two years following
collective actions such as contract
marketing and input procurement as
well as incentives such as access to
loans against their shares.
3KILLS DEVELOPMENT FOR MEMBERS
According to the group’s chairperson,
Mrs. Florence Kinoti, Kirimara group
holds regular member learning
meetings to change their attitudes,
impart skills and build their knowledge.
The trainings are farmer- driven and
come through need based invitations
to visit specific stakeholders within and
without Meru at different stages of the
potato production cycle. The training
sessions are conducted during preseason planning meetings; mid-season
trainings and end-of-season meetings.
They include but are not limited to
good agricultural practices, marketing
using NPCK’s Viazi soko portal, financial
and insurance training by Siraji
Sacco and acre Africa and collective
marketing by Sereni Fries amongst
others. Further, some group leaders
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below)This story of the Kirimara group
shows that the AVCD approach can work
to develop commercial and sustainable
farmer groups that could contribute to
the subsector’s growth. For farmer groups
to be Strengthened, NPCK proposes the
boosting of their technical efficiencies and
competitiveness as agribusinesses. There
is also a need for enhancing the skills of
industry actors to engage more with farmer
groups and to expand potato marketing
opportunities in the country and through
exports.

This story of the Kirimara group shows that the AVCD approach can work to develop
commercial and sustainable farmer groups that could contribute to the subsector’s growth.
For farmer groups to be Strengthened, NPCK proposes the boosting of their technical
efﬁciencies and competitiveness as agribusinesses. There is also a need for enhancing
the skills of industry actors to engage more with farmer groups and to expand potato
marketing opportunities in the country and through exports.
A white flowering potato crop field

Experiences of the
Kirimara Farmers Group
The group is in Timau area (i.e. Buuri
sub-county) of Meru County. It has 150
members who are men and women,
different age-groups range and religious
affiliation. It is governed by the executive
and has two committees: production and
marketing. Membership to the group
is through purchase and ownership
of shares and meeting the minimum
requirements of being a potato grower. It
was initially involved in the development
of a tree nursery business but later zeroed
in to potato production following the
introduction of the ASARECA Project in
Timau that brought together actors such as
NPCK, MOALF, KALRO and others.
However, Kirimara group faced the same
challenges that plague the potato subsector
including lack of, or limited access to
structured and reliable markets, seasonality
of production leading to price fluctuations,
lack of storage facilities, pest and disease
prevalence amongst others. These
triggered interventions by group leaders in
collaboration with partners from the BDS,
MOALF, and NPCK etc. The following were
among the interventions adopted:
s 3TRENGTHENING 'ROUP MEMBERSHIP

Producer Groups

s

have been supported to visit Europe
where they were exposed to potato
storage and processing.
#ONTRACT MARKETING4HE GROUP SIGNED
a contract with Sereni Fries Ltd, a
processor firm from Nairobi known
for fresh potato chips processing.
According to Mr. Humphrey Mburu
of Sereni Fries, the Kirimara group
has delivered two consignments
of potatoes in a row, a supply that
averaged 100 tons per season.
The contract defines the terms
of involvement between the two
parties such as prices, delivery dates
and quantities; and potato quality
specifications such as potato variety,
size, trueness to type etc. In addition,
Sereni fries also provides mentorship
and support services to the group
such as trainings on GAPs, collective
marketing and awareness on varieties
that are suitable for processing. The
company regularly participates in Meru
County’s potato trade fairs to increase
outreach and support to farmers. The
formalized forward contract, renewable
every season, has enabled Kirimara

s
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obtain pre-financing for inputs from Siraji
Sacco, a Micro-Finance Institution in Meru
with recovery being made from payments
from Sereni Fries.
!CCESS TO QUALITY 3EED 0OTATO4HE
forward marketing contract with Sereni
Fries prompted the group to search
for high-yielding potato varieties from
accredited seed producers. During the
last season, the group was linked to and
collectively procured the Jelly potato
variety from Syngenta in Mau Narok,
Nakuru County. “This is one of the best
varieties for chips making and the yields
weren’t disappointing,” says Mrs. Kinoti.
#OLLECTIVE PROCUREMENT OF FERTILIZER
agrochemicals and seed by the group
played a crucial role in planning for where
to source and how to negotiate for better
prices and helped it gain from economies
of scale through reduced production
costs. The group also managed to get a
loan for procuring the inputs which was
recovered after harvesting. At the same
time the farmers, with support from
Toyota Tsusho’s fertilizer company and
with the help of the ward agricultural
officer, collected soil samples which were
sent for analysis at the Crop Nutrition
Laboratories. The results helped Toyota
Tsusho (makers of Baraka fertilizer) to
formulate a fertilizer suitable for the
group which was delivered at negotiated

s

factory prices hence reduced cost of
production. In addition, the group’s
interaction with Syngenta Company
during seed potato sourcing, built their
customer profile to obtain negotiated
factory prices for agrochemicals from the
company.
!CCESS TO lNANCE AND CROP INSURANCE
Officially, Siraji MFI is the group’s
financial support provider. Kirimara’s
engagement with Siraji’s started when
the latter conducted training on financial
management. This led the group to
open a bank account with the company
which it used to keep member’s shares
and contributions. In addition, members
have opened individual accounts with
the MFI. Siraji has been pre-financing the
group’s procurement of inputs using its
market contract as collateral with the
money being recovered after harvest and
payment from Sereni Fries. In addition, an
organization called Acre Africa, an agent
of APA Insurance, has partnered with
Kirimara group and Siraji Sacco in the
provision of crop insurance against risks
such as frost damage and uncontrolled
pest and disease outbreaks. The insurance
cover is valid for the period of the life
of the potato stock on the farm and
renewable every season. However, not all
members have taken up this package as
some believe it will eat into their incomes.

s

4HE GROUP HAS LOBBIED FOR LAND
acquisition and co-invested in the
construction of potato storage facilities:
Kirimara group leaders have lobbied
the county government for a piece of
public land for the construction of the
group’s potato storage facility. The county
government assigned them two acres of
the land, which was used to put up the
facility with support from the IFDC which
co-financed the project. Currently, the
group is in the process of finalizing landsurveying, a legal requirement to obtain a
deed of ownership, and plans to fence the
area to secure the storage facility.
s &INALLY THE GROUP IS IN THE PROCESS OF
negotiating for mechanization services
with two service providers, Tinga and
Agrimech companies. The objective of
mechanization is to reduce cost of labor,
ensure potato quality is maintained (i.e.
by reducing bruises and cuts) and ensure
that over 95% of harvest reaches the
market.
In conclusion, the experiences of the
Kirimara potato growers group could provide
a learning model for farmer groups on how
to strengthen their operations and reap from
the value chain. It is clear from the group’s
experiences that farmers can pool resources,
tap opportunities within the value chain and
reap from it.
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Investment Opportunities
in Potato Value Chain

Potato industry’s Contribution to the economy

I

n Kenya, more than 800,000 farmers
grow potatoes. The crop is an
important source of livelihood for
over 2.7 million people along the
potato value chains and contributes
over US$500 million (Kshs50 billion) to the
economy.
Investment Potential in the Potato
industry
Despite the high contribution to the
Kenyan economy, there are a number of
areas in the potato subsector that are not
as developed as in countries such as Egypt,
South Africa and other developed countries.
Currently, productivity levels in Kenya is less
than 10 tons/ha which is far below the 40
tons/ha achievable under recommended
agronomic practices. With such a low
productivity level, farmers are unable to meet
the increasing demand for potato caused
by expanding cities and rural-to-urban
migration. However, due to poor storage
facilities and poor harvesting and handling
methods, losses amounting to over US$130
million (or Ksh13 billion) occur along the
value chain every year. In essence, addressing
such challenges would translate into
realizing the great potential in the industry
and hence contribute to wealthcreation and
food security for the country.
Of critical importance is the improvement
in production and use of certified seed,
optimal use of inputs, disease control,
and improved storage and marketing
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which can transform the subsector into a
more competitive industry. The process of
transformation requires farmers to adopt
new ways of doing businesses and to be
supported by state agencies and other
actors. It is also important to forge, promote
and strengthen strategic partnerships and
investment by key players in the industry.
Consumption of potato and potato
products has grown more rapidly over time.
This growing demand emanates mainly
from the middle class and a general rise in
purchasing power which has led to higher
consumption of processed products. Today,
the share of processed food is 3 times higher
in the diets of members of the upper class
than that of the poor, while that of the
wealthiest class is set to grow 52 times by year
2040. All this will raise demand for potatoes in
Kenya which if not addressed locally will lead
to an estimated US$300 million (Ksh30 billion)
in importation of processed potato products
in the next 10 years.
Converting Constraints in the Potato
Subsector into Investment opportunities
1: Due to poor seed systems and
insufficient multiplication, the use of
certified seed is below 5% in all the
East African countries. Although it is
estimated that some 90,000 tons of
certified seed potato are required in the
region, there is low investment in seed
multiplication and in open access to
potato varieties.
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2: Besides this, the subsector is dominated
by smallholder farmers who not only
rely on unsuitable fertilizers but are also
unable to afford the amounts of capital
required to raise productivity.
3: There is lack of on-farm storage leading
to post-harvest losses, inconsistent
supply and price fluctuations. For
instance, the prices of potatoes in May
were three times those of February.
4: The subsector in the region suffers from
limited number of processing facilities
despite high demand for processed
products. For instance, Uganda and
Rwanda have just one modern processor
each. This is attributed to lack of
consistent supply of suitable potato
varieties leading to a situation in which
the few processors operate at less than
50% of their capacities.
5: Poor transport network and marketing
facilities leading to losses and higher
retail prices
6: Inconsistent quality and supply leads to
challenges in retailing domestic potato
products
7: Lengthy supply chain adds costs and
lowers margins
8: Lack of suitable finance schemes leading
to low access and expensive credit
within the subsector
9: Inadequate flow of information,
networking and partnership leading to
low commercialization of technologies
and innovations

Potential Areas for Investments
The gaps in the industry present business
opportunities in the following areas:
1. Seed potato
More than 95% of Kenyan farmers could
benefit from improved seed potato
production and distribution systems.
This will help increase access and use of
high quality seed, creating opportunities
for farmers to improve their profitability.
Among the areas ripe for investments
include:
s )NVESTMENT IN RAPID MULTIPLICATION
methods such as aeroponics,
hydroponics and cuttings for public
varieties
s $EVELOPMENT OF LOCAL SEED MULTIPLIERS
and agro-dealers networks
s %XTENSION OF lNANCE FOR SEED AND OTHER
inputs through processors
s 4RAINING FARMERS ON PROPER USE OF
fertilizers and storage of potatoes
s 0ARTNERSHIP WITH +!,2/ AND #)0 IN
multiplying public varieties (that
require no royalty payments) will help
address the high demand for seed
potato
s 0ARTNERSHIP WITH INTERNATIONAL
breeders to locally produce breeder,
basic seeds or first generation seed
for the imported varieties will help
address the shortage of processing
varieties
2. Fertilizer
Importing or blending affordable
fertilizers will improve adoption of
fertilizer thus helping overcome high
yield gaps in East Africa. Potential
investors might consider the following:
s "LENDING IMPORTATION AND DISTRIBUTION
of suitable fertilizers
s -ODERNIZATION OF DISTRIBUTION
s &INANCING FERTILIZER ACQUISITION AND
crop protection
s !GGREGATION OF THE CROP THROUGH CO
operatives and farmer groups to meet
the big and growing demand
s 0ARTNERING WITH KEY PLAYERS ON HOW TO
engage organized farmer groups
s 0ARTNERING WITH GOVERNMENT DONORS
and NGOs of extension services
3. Storage
Proper storage enables the stabilization
of farmer incomes, improves
predictability of supply for processors,
and allows seed to be held until they are
required for propagation. Among the
option available in this regard include:
s $IFFUSED LIGHT STORAGE FOR SEED AND
cold storage for ware potato
s -ECHANIZATION IN HANDLING GRADING
and sorting
s $EVELOPMENT OF lNANCING SCHEMES
with cooperatives and farmer groups
for warehouse receipting systems

4. Marketing
It is projected that satisfying the current
demand for potatoes would end up
generating up to US$2.5 billion (Ksh250
billion) in revenue for actors throughout
the value chain. The potato sector
has attracted significant investment,
particularly in processing and retail levels.
This includes the expansion of franchise
as evident from the new entrants like KFC,
Java House and Debonairs while others are
preparing to enter the market. At the same
time, the region has seen the emergence of
new marketing arrangements and platform
that require strategic partnerships and
support. These include NPCK’s ViaziSoko,
Esoko and Twiga foods. Through the
Viazisoko software, NPCK has been working
with members of potato consortium and
other partners in helping farmer groups
and cooperatives to access potato market
by linking them to customers through
a short message service (SMS) and
Connected Farmer Solution. Nevertheless,
there are opportunities for contract
farming with the emerging organized
farmer groups and cooperatives.

6. Opportunities in Financing
Financial institutions should develop
packages suitable for the industry that
could increase lending for the subsector.
Credit expansion is needed by farmer
groups and cooperatives to enable
farmers to access high quality seed,
inputs, market and in raising productivity.
By partnering with key players, financial
institutions can help improve incomes of
potato farmers and –by extension- their
capacity to repay loans. Lastly, insurance
packages are required to help reduce risk
which would also boost access to credit.

5. Processing
The demand for processing potato
products, primarily chips and crisps
is increasing rapidly. This demand is
currently met by importations of highpriced products. About 80% of the
processors are informal who produce
low quality products. In this regard, the
potential investment opportunities here
include the following:
s )N RELIABLE AND CONSISTENT SOURCING OF
quality potatoes to fill capacity gaps of
local processors
s 0ROCESSING OF CHIPS CRISPS mAKES AND
starch
s 0ARTNERING WITH SEED COMPANIES
and training organizations to ensure
farmers grow required varieties and

7. Partnership with key institutions to
expand businesses in the subsector
Opportunities here include:
a. Joining the Potato Consortium to
address challenges in the value
chains for improved businesses and
profitability.
b. Entrepreneurs can take advantage of
new technologies and innovations
from research institutions to expand
their business. Such technologies are
from KIRDI, JKUAT, CIP, KARO etc
c. There are opportunities for fertilizer,
crop protection, insurance, finance
and other input companies to partner
with the Potato consortium in working
with organized farmers for aggregated
businesses.

s

s

s

produce quality potatoes
)NVESTMENTS IN COLD STORAGE TO
maintain a year-round supply of
potatoes
"UILDING RELATIONSHIPS WITH FARMER
cooperatives and develop out-grower
agreements
3MALL  -EDIUM %NTERPRISES COULD
partner with research institutions such
as KIRDI and Financial institutions
to help improve their capacity and
quality of processing

I National Potato Council of Kenya
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Others say that though they have been trained
in the importance of investing in certified seed
they are not confident that this will result in
the expected increase in income as long as
they plant at the bottom of the ridge, burry
with oxen and harvest with people “who cut
the potatoes during harvesting.
Without access to storage (which is a part
and parcel of value-chain mechanization),
farmers sell their potatoes at throw-away
prices to brokers who make a killing at the
market place. Potential investors in potato
storage have been discouraged by the poor
quality and volumes of harvest. Storage
of ware potatoes or processing potatoes
arising from smallholder farms is difficult
due to varietal and quality variation and
inconsistency.

Potato processors will tell you that the greatest shortcoming to their factory capacity utilization is in the seasonal nature of potato
harvesting. This utilization can run as low as 10%, and at the same time be unable to cope with the supply of raw material during the
harvest period. Along the chain they wish they could obtain good volumes of quality produce with fewer falls in production through
the year. With storage and quality a processor may store enough potatoes to last through the 4 months of low supply, between
seasons.

Mechanizing Potato Farming in Africa

A

fter some 25 years of applied
engineering and agribusiness
research, extension services
and training of farmers
and their supporters, Dr
Kaumbutho brought together fellow
agricultural engineers, farmers, development
supporters, marketers and mechanization
service providers to form Agrimech Africa
Ltd (AAL). Today, AAL has made strides in
availing affordable and accessible farm
power services to small and medium size
farmers.
AAL knows from experience that
smallholders will never be able to afford
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modern agricultural machinery. In addition,
group ownership of machinery, as promoted
by the government and development
partners and hiring of tractor services have
never worked well in Africa. Smallholder
farmers are therefore left at the mercy of
what AAL calls “nomadic service providers”.
These are the migrating tractor-plough
owners who move from one place to the
other, serving farmers but who are not seen
again until the following season.
Well aware that Africa needs 70% more
food within the next two decades and
that this will come from the majority
smallholders, AAL has adopted the concept
of Agricultural Mechanization Hubs, a
business model that is availing the full range
of mechanization services to farmers close to
them and along selected crop and livestock
value-chains.
AAL has partnered with farmer entities
such as Kirimara, Mt Kenya Buuri Co-op
Society and Meru Potato Processors Co-op
Society. Other partners are Kilimo Hifadhi
SACCO, Sereni Fries, SNV (Netherlands
Development Organization), FMD/Grimme,
NPCK, AGRA, IFDC and Kisima Farm to help
mechanize potato farming in Kenya.
By its nature, potato is a smallholder crop
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and despite its increasing importance as a
food over maize, potato mechanization is
expensive, especially if its full potential and
impact on yields per unit of land is to be fully
exploited.
The game-changer in this endeavor is the
financial support of extension service inputs,
business case training and establishment
of showcase demonstration on farmers’
farms across the Laikipia and Meru region.
This support is being provided by the by
HortIMPACT, a programme of SNV. Expansion
of this support will see natural growth to
other parts of the potato regions, continuing
to Nyandarua and beyond. Also, by
partnering with an Asset Leasing company,
AAL is able to absorb the high capital cost
of machinery and concentrate on the core
business of professional engineering and
management of operations for highest
returns on investments for all parties.
Why mechanize potato farming?
Potato farmers complain that it is no
longer economical to produce the crop.
They say that besides the cost of certified
seed, they need a battalion of some 20 to
40 workers on planting days and a similar
number at weeding and harvesting time.

Who is Agrimech?
Agrimech is part of the Africa-wide
Agricultural Mechanization Consortium,
driven by the Africa Union Commission (and
FAO) under the label of Sending the Hoe
to the Museum! Beginning with the Hub at
Mwireri/Timau at the boundary between Meru
and Laikipia Counties, AAL is systematically
establishing hubs in Meru, Nyandarua, MauNarok, Narok, Uasin Gishu and Singida in
Tanzania. AAL believes that with accessible
holistic mechanization Business Farming in
Africa can finally begin.
Dr Pascal G Kaumbutho is the Chairman and
Managing Director of Agrimech Africa Ltd
pascalgk@agrimechafrica.co.ke
www.agrimechafrica.co.ke
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arming potato in Kenya is
very much like everywhere
else in the African continent.
Poor seed, low yields in
rain-fed agriculture, needy
of improved mechanization and
infrastructure. Potato has a heavy work
burden at all stages. Potato requires
heavy field work to produce it. It is a
heavy product to carry, is perishable and
vulnerable to disease, especially where
crop rotation practices are not possible
in small farms. Crop eventually gets to
amorphous marketing systems in urban

Advantages of ‘holistic and accessible’
potato mechanization:

• Dramatic impact on land and labour productivity:
- By planting on the ridge on fine tilth, mechanization can quadruple the yields,
all other factors remaining the same. Mechanization places all seed at equal
depth on uniform soil. This leads to tubers that are closer to equal physical size.
The harvester is adjusted according to the placement depth of the planter, to
avail potato that is free of blemish and such that not a single tuber is left in the
ground.
- As an example: what 14 women and 4 men can harvest in 4 days can be done
with machine in 6 hours and leave a clean and uniform harvest of tubers with no
injury. For labour, this works out to Ksh19, 000 compared to Ksh3500 by machine
(not counting the feed for the workers who may also expect tea with bread, 2
times a day and to carry the cut and damaged produce!)
s #ULTURAL CHANGE AND ADVANCEMENT IMPACT
- Guided mechanizing of potato farming under a Hub, influences smallholder
farmers to adopt improved cultural practices like soil testing, use of certified
seed, fertilizer, irrigation, weeding and spraying. This is especially so when other
players in the chain (agronomists, financiers, processors etc.) are part and parcel
of the production process.
- At a cost of about KSh15,000 per acre (compared to about Ksh40,000 per acre
using labour) a potato farmer can sit back and watch an AAL Hub fully mechanise
her farm. Women are released to do their domestic chores as the upcoming
middleclass (telephone) farmer finds solace in offering their land for production
under the Hub. In the resulting vibrant rural agribusiness set-up, youth can then be
made part of the Hub and gain skills and employment, among other jobs across
the value-chain, reducing their urge to migrate to urban centres.
*Holistic potato mechanization refers to all operations from land preparation to delivering
the produce at the market place. A set of potato machinery (even) for smallholders constitutes
the tractor, fertilizer spreader, the bedder-ridger, planter, hiller-weeder, sprayer and the
windrow-harvester. A set may cost Ksh 12 million on top this, potato needs careful handling
for storage and onward logistical support including the planting material.

areas where rapid urbanization is seeking
this produce, which fits very well into
the category of affordable fast-food for
hungry youthful and other clientele in
modern city life.
The pictures here exemplify potato
farming under traditional production
and handling ways. Division of labour
generally has men taking on mostly
the heavy land preparation and postharvest operations while woman will
toil to plant, weed, harvest gather and
grade the harvest, leaving behind
the smallest tubers to be the seed for

the next season. Getting the produce
to market is a heavy operation, left
to the broker to exploit in terms of
farm-gate price offered. Transport
may take the heads of men or backs
of women, donkeys, bodabodas and
tuktuks depending on distances and
volumes, whichever is applicable in a
given locality. The challenges of road
condition, changing weather patterns,
availability of storage etc. are all
considerations in determining the work
difficulties prevailing in a particular
farming community.
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Rooted Apical Cuttings to Boost
Potato Seed Systems in Kenya
The quality German/Dutch
manufactured potato mechanization AAL
is introducing in her Hubs for modernising
potato farming is proven as the most
effective in increasing labour efficiency and
soil productivity. It is composed of several
machines that ensure the finest soil tilth,
the most productive seed-bed placement,

labour-saving for weeding, spraying and
harvest operations. In the order from left to
right, shown here is the reversible plough,
the fertilizer spreader, the hiller-weeder, the
harvester, the Bedder, planter and Sprayer.
The last picture shows the clean product
the machinery leaves behind for the farmer
to collect. More advanced machinery can

treat the seed as it leaves the machine, bag
the potato or convey it to a truck running
beside the harvester. Which machinery
is selected depends on the farm size and
volumes of produce being handled. Postharvest handling includes cleaning, sorting
and grading equipment.

ViazoSoko: A Digital marketing platform
for seed and ware potatoes unveiled
The NPCK together with its partners
has unveiled a new digital platform
dubbed Viazi Soko. This is a mobile
phone based marketing platform that
aims at providing market linkage among
seed potato producers and ware potato
market outlets.
By using the mobile platform, farmers
are able to query on availability of a
particular seed potato variety. The farmer
receives an instant response informing
them on the seed variety available,
price per kg and the available stock. It
also gives the phone number of the
seed merchant which the farmer can
use to get in touch with the company.
This function of the platform is aimed
at enhancing farmer access to quickly
seed potato information as well as
improve distribution for the seed potato
merchants.
Viazi Soko also serves as a ware potatomarketing platform by linking farmers
directly to potato market outlets. Farmer
group coordinators upload potato
marketing information into the platform
via a smartphone. The information
uploaded include the potato variety(s),
availability dates (harvest period), the
quantity in Kgs and the tentative selling
price per kg. A potato buyer upon
logging onto the portal will be able to
access this information. Upon making
a decision to buy, he will proceed and
make a quote for the potatoes, then
NPCK will get in touch with the buyer and
arrange for delivery. The payments are
done via M-pesa through the platform
and sent to the supplying farmer group
upon collection.
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How to register, query for seed potato information
and market ware potato through Viazi Soko
About the platform:
It enables farmers to:
s
1UERY AND RECEIVE FEEDBACK ON SEED POTATO
information
s
-ARKET POTATOES
s
'ET FREQUENT ADVISORY MESSAGES FROM .0#+
and partners
How to Register
1: Go to your mobile phone messaging service,
type: NPCK #REGISTER#Your Name#Your
County and send to 22384. EXAMPLE: NPCK
#REGISTER#ESTHER KAMAU#NAKURU

2:

3:

4:

(Note there is a space between NPCK and the
first #. Use at least two of your names here is a
space between your first name and the second
name.
Alternatively use the following in place of
‘register’: REG,JOIN, JIUNGE ANDIKISHA, INGIA
or SHIRIKI. EXAMPLE: NPCK#ANDIKISHA#ESTHER
KAMAU#NAKURU
You will receive a feedback confirming your
registration ‘Welcome to NPCK SMS services.
Your account has been created’
If registration was not successful you will receive
an SMS with instructions on how to register

(/7 4/ 15%29 &/2 3%%$ 0/4!4/ ).&/2-!4)/.
1: Go to your mobile phone messaging
service and type: NPCK#Seed#Potato
Variety’ and send to 22384. EXAMPLE: NPCK
#Seed#Shangi
2:

3:

(Note there is a space between NPCK and the first #.
Alternatively, you can use the following in
place of SEED: SEEDS,MBEGU, MBENGU,
3%%$,).'3 0/4!4/ 15%29 4!&54! AND
SEARCH. EXAMPLE: NPCK#Tafuta#SHANGI
You will receive a reply that will include
details of: Seed variety, if seed is certified or

Naattiioonnaall PPoottaattoo CCoouunncciill ooff KKeennyyaa
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an alternative, size, amount available in Kgs,
price per Kg, seed producer company and its
contact number and County
HOW TO MARKET WARE POTATO
1: To market through the platform, a farmer must
be in a group that has an MOU/AGREEMENT
with NPCK. The group will have a farmer
coordinator who will market on behalf of the
members.
2: For more details on requirements and
procedure, contact NPCK Marketing
Department through Phone: 0799739578/0721338633 Email: npck@npck.org
HOW COORDINATORS WILL MARKET MEMBERS
POTATOES
1: When a group member is about to harvest,
the farmer coordinator will be responsible
for uploading the required information as
below:
NPCK #MARKET#POTATO VARIETY#PRICE
PER KG#AVAILABLE KG#DAY#MONTH
and send to 22384 Example: NPCK
#SHANGI#30#5000#15#5

2.
3.

4:

(Note there is a space between NPCK and the
first #. DAY means fron 1st to 21st depending
on the date of harvesting. MONTH is 1-12.
Coordinators will receive training by NPCK.
A reply confirming that the groups record
has been created will be sent and will be
valid for a period of two weeks
When the coordinator collects potatoes for
selling he will update the quantities and
prices in the connected farmer software for
payment
The concerned members will receive an SMS
with transactions details and thereafter
Mpesa payment

Production of rooted cuttings in screenhouse.

By Vivian Atakos, Monicah Parker & Simon Ndirangu

S

eed potato farmers in Kenya’s
potato growing regions are
adopting a new technology with
potential to boost quality seed
availability. The farmers are using
rooted apical cuttings as starter material for
seed production as opposed to certified seed.
The cuttings technology has been introduced
by the International Potato Center (CIP)
through Feed the Future, Kenya Accelerated
Value Chain Development (AVCD) program
funded by the United States Agency for
International Development (USAID).
A cutting is similar to a nursery-grown
seedling except that it is produced through
vegetative means and does not originate
from a seed. Cuttings are produced from
tissue culture plantlets in the screen house,

rather than minitubers, and after rooting, are
planted in the field. Each cutting produces
7 to 10, and up to 15+ tubers which are
multiplied a further season or two, then
the harvest is used and/or sold as seed. This
means that the seed that farmers buy is high
quality seed, equivalent to basic or certified
one seed in seed certification systems, and
will produce high yielding crops. With seed
being available for farmers after two to
three field generations of multiplication,
seed tubers produced from cuttings are
high quality planting material and can be
multiplied on farm for a further few seasons
without risk of significant seed degeneration.
In Kenya, within one year from planting the
initial trial to test rooted cuttings, two private
sector enterprises have invested in cuttings

and the Kenya Agriculture and Livestock
Research Organisation (KALRO Tigoni) seed
potato unit has adopted the technology.
Also 40 seed multipliers are trialing cuttings
produced by the private sector, under
project support. After receiving experimental
cuttings and witnessing the productivity,
they are investing in using rooted cuttings to
produce seed.
The Kenya Plant Health Inspectorate
Service (KEPHIS), regulating seed certification,
has endorsed cuttings and is integrating the
technology into seed potato certification
protocol currently being finalized. Once the
modified protocol is approved by KEPHIS,
cuttings will be eligible for seed merchants
to use as starter material to produce certified
seed.

Naattiioonnaall PPoottaattoo CCoouunncciill ooff KKeennyyaa
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Transplanting potato rooted cuttings in the field. PHOTO D. BORUS (CIP)
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Producing potato rooted apical
cuttings: Stokman Rozen Kenya

14+ potato tubers per rooted cutting of varieties Shangi (left) and Konjo (center) and Unica (right), majority of which are sizeable for direct planting

Key to the success of this technology
is building market demand for cuttings,
which relies on diversifying end-uses.
Currently the technology targets seed
multipliers, but expanding to ware
farmers who practice saving seed on farm
will increase opportunities for private
sector to invest in producing cuttings.
The support from this opportunity would
tap into projects that have already built
the capacity of seed multipliers, and are
in the process of licensing them as seed
merchants to produce certified seed.
This includes potato cooperatives that
CIP supported their formation under the
AVCD project. Additionally, the project
already supports youth groups to develop
into small businesses. Investing in rooted
cuttings for seed production could be
interesting for youth as little land is
required, and profit margins are high.
Addressing seed shortages for potato
in sub Saharan Africa is key to improving
productivity of potato farming systems
and resource use efficiency. Limited access
to quality seed is largely responsible for
the low yields spread across the region
amounting to 10-15 t/ha. Using quality
seed, produced using technology such as
apical cuttings therefore has the potential
to double, even triple, productivity
offering opportunities to meet increasing
food needs without increasing land use
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Stokman Rozen Kenya Ltd (SRK) is in the second commercial season of producing
rooted potato cuttings having been involved in the trial phase with CIP as a partner.
“We are pleased at the current pace that this technology has been introduced, trialed
and is fast gaining acceptance by seed producers”, says Simon Ndirangu who works at SRK.
SRK has been in young plants propagation business for the past 20 years, mainly in the
flower industry. Recently, the company has chosen to diversify its enterprise to contribute
to food security in Kenya and has embraced potato cuttings.
“Backed by experienced staff in one of the best tissue culture laboratories in the
country, we can multiply any potato variety that a client would want to produce seed
from. At present we have in-vitro plants of the following varieties readily available for
cuttings production: Dutch Robjyn, Unica, Konjo, Sherekea, Kenya Mpya, Asante and
Desiree. We will be introducing Shangi, Lenana, Nyota, Chulu and Wanjiku varieties soon”,
notes Simon
In-vitro mother plants of these varieties are grown in a restricted access net house that
is designed to keep out sucking pests that can introduce viral diseases. Cuttings from the
mother plants are harvested, rooted in cocopeat plugs and are generally ready for delivery
to clients within four weeks having been grown under a strict hygienic environment. The
growing environment and hygiene procedures serve to guarantee quality of cuttings that
meet and exceed all KEPHIS requirements for production of clean healthy cuttings.
SRK will continue playing its role in supplying clean and healthy rooted cuttings to fulfil
seed multipliers demand locally.

in the ﬁeld.

Potato Processing; How New Holland Chips Ltd Does it

N

Transplanting potato rooted cuttings in the ﬁeld.

Production of seed potato from rooted cuttings by a seed multiplier Picture taken 5 weeks
after transplanting

I National Potato Council of Kenya

ew Holland Chip Ltd is located
at the slopes of Mount Kenya
in Nanyuki, Laikipia County.
Sitting on 20 hectares, the
factory will revolutionize how
we see food security in Kenya. It is a privately
owned enterprise that is set to mechanize the
planting, harvesting, and storage of potatoes
to further increase food security. Thus the
company will contribute to the attainment
of food security which is one of the pillars
embedded in the vision 2030 flagship project
by the Kenyan Government.
The factory has been fitted with state of
the art equipment with a production capacity
of 1,000 kilograms per hour. The chips factory
started operations in September 2017 and is
set to directly employ 75 people. The building
is made from steel structure with the latest
high-tech insulation materials measuring
100m by 30meters, which include 4 cold
stores, offices, laboratory and canteen.
Production line itself is over 80 meters long
with washers, peeler, fryer, packing machine
all fully mechanized. Potato Farmers in Mt.
Kenyan and Nyandaruaregion benefit from
the factory, which conducts weekly trainings
with them and pre-finances the farmers
to acquire the specific seeds needed. All
potatoes used for processing are European

New Holland potato processing plant in Nanyuki

varieties like Royal and Sarpo Mira (blight
resistant).
The factory engages over 450 smallholder
farmers across the region. For our farmers,
quality and sustainability are important
principles. Again, and again they look for a
balance between a good harvest and the
least possible environment impact.
The uniqueness of New Holland Chips
factory has to do with its large storage
capacity of 1,500 tons. This reassures farmers
who have in the past incurred losses due lack
of good storage facilities. The production
process is sustainable, up to date, and

efficient, which guarantees consistently high
quality and freshness for our customers.
With innovation as a key driver, New
Holland Chips is set to develop and produce
a wide range of natural, fresh and tasty
products which will meet the culinary
expectations of consumers and positively
surprise our customers.
The produce from the factory will be for
local consumption and will target the Mount
Kenya region, Nairobi and Mombasa markets.
For more information, kindly visit www.
newhollandchips.com

I National Potato Council of Kenya
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The Customer
is the King
By Jane Kamau,
I guess that most of us have heard the
above saying. But take a moment and
reflect on the same as far as the potato
sector in Kenya is concerned. Who really is
our customer?
Depending at what point of the potato
value chain one is, the customer may differ
but ultimately the customer is one who
pays to consume the goods or services
on offer. Hence a seed potato company
may view the ware potato grower as
the customers while the ware potato
grower may view the buyer/ broker as the
customer. But ultimately the ware potato
end user is the customer who keeps the
value chain wheel rolling.
Kate Zabriskieonce said; “the customer’s
perception is your reality’.” This means
that for the potato value chain players,
the customer’s perception should be the
driving force. But is this really the case?
In the recent past, we have seen a grand
entry of leading international fast food
chains as well as supermarkets into Kenya.
Similarly, local chains have gone out on
expansion and refurbishment sprees. This
equally points to the fast growing and
changing consumer tastes and preferences.
The customer is more discerning than ever
before, better informed and experienced.
These customers know how better-tasting
and looking French fries or crisps look like
and they have not hesitated to demand
the same.
However, the response by the potato
industry in Kenya as a whole has been slow.
On the other hand, the fast food outlets
have gone the extra mile to meet customer
demands leading to the recent raise in
the volume of imported pre-cut chips and
crisps brands that are now on sale in the
country.
Bill Gates once said; “your most unhappy
customers are your greatest source of
learning’.” The potato value chain players
in Kenya clearly know that their customers
are not happy and therefore need to
engage more with the customers so as to
gain a clearer understanding of the real
issues and easily determine what each one
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Development of seed sector
in Ethiopia & Kenya

Sources of Certiﬁed Seed
Potatoes in Kenya
The certiﬁcation of seed potatoes grown by different merchants and out growers in different
parts of the country is solely done by the Kenya Plant Health Inspectorate Service. Currently,
such seed varieties may be sourced from growers listed in the table below:.

MULTIPLIER

VARIETIES

ADC-Molo
Nakuru, 0721202565

Nairobi, 0706 825555
Shangi

Suera Farm

Musica

Sherekea

Nyahururu, 0706 186579

Lady Amarilla

K. Karibu

Kisima Farm

Tigoni

K. Mpya

Meru, 0716 968766

Asante

Dutch Robijn

HY Gene Biotech seeds LTD

Asante

Sherekea, K. Mpya

Desiree

Derby, Sagitta

K. Mavuno

Taurus

K.Sifa

Challenger

Tigoni

Evora

Shangi

Panamera

Kajiado, 0739532993
Agrico East Africa
Nakuru 0722 206179

Rodeo
Markies

Sifra,Voyager

Arnova

Syngenta E.A Ltd/

Jelly

Rudolph

Charvi Investment

Rumba

Destiny

Nairobi, 0729347163

Shangi

Ambition

Nakuru, 0725 366727

Milva

Stockman Rozen LTD

Apical stem cuttings

Arizona
Manitou

Laura

Toluca
Saviola

and mini-tubers of
Naivasha, 0720 605990

Shangi,

Faluka

Unica, Konjo

Carolus

Dutch robijn

Zaﬁra

K. Mpya, Tigoni

Kevian Kenya seeds

Tornado

Asante, Sherekea

Meru, 0705 729755

Inﬁnity

Leah Rono

Imagine

Nandi, 0722 662037

GTIL
Nairobi, 0722 662037

Apical stem

Grace Rono

cuttings of

Trans Nzoia, 0722 460326

Dutch Robijn

Benjamin Cheruiyot

Shangi

Uasin Gishu, 0726 619426

Konjo

Julius Kandie

KALRO-Tigoni

Shangi

Trans Nzoia, 0720 874576

Kiambu- Limuru

Tigoni

Singus Enterprises

0722 691245

Unica

Nakuru, 0722 691245

Dutch robijn
Shangi
Dutch robjin
Dutch robjin
Shangi

K. Karibu
Sherekea
K. Mavuno

For more information regarding Potato
varieties in Kenya visit
www.npck.org and down load the

Kenya Highland Seeds

Royal

(Royal seed)

Sarpo Mira

I National Potato Council of Kenya
I National Potato Council of Kenya

potato variety catalogue 2017 edition.
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Average material and non-material network connections of seed producers in Kenya
otato farmers’ access to inputs in
Kenya and Ethiopia is weak while
KENYA
level support given to the farmers
Non Material
Public
is stronger in Kenya than Ethiopia.
Breeders
Government
Material
This was established in a
survey carried out to investigate the impact
NGOs
of networks and institutional support in
Seed Potato
raising the production of seed potato in
Producers
the two countries. The survey looked at the
Research &
effectiveness of input market, labour market,
Education
capital market and regulatory environment and
the perceptions of farmers in the two countries
on these matters.
Launched on February 1, 2017, the project
was supported by the National Potato Council
of Kenya (NPCK) and Vita Ethiopia who aided in
the development of the research instruments,
Average material and non-material network connections of seed producers in Ethiopia
data collection and validation of results. It was
funded by the Food and Business Knowledge
ETHIOPIA
Platform of the Netherlands.
Non Material
Public
In Kenya, the researchers sampled 65
Breeders
Government
Material
respondents in Nairobi, Meru, Nyandarua and
(1.4) (2.2)
Bomet and also interviewed representatives
NGOs
from the National and County governments.
(0.5)
(1.4)
Other
people
interviewed
were
small-scale
DEVELOPMENT OF Seed Sector in Ethiopia & Kenya
seed potato farmers/groups, large-scale
(0.3)
Research &
multipliers,
processors,
and
Potato farmers’
accessresearch
to inputs
in education
Kenya and Ethiopia is weak while level support given to the
Education
(0.1)
(0.1)
farmers is
stronger
in Kenya
than
Ethiopia.
institutes
and
NGOs. One
trader,
private
This
was
established
in
a
survey
carried
out
to
investigate
the
impact
of
networks
and
extension officer and a representative of the
institutional support in raising the production of seed potato in the two countries. The survey
Dutch
Consulate were also interviewed.
looked at the effectiveness of input market, labour market, capital market and regulatory
The sampled
in Ethiopia of
included
environment
andgroup
the perceptions
farmers in the two countries on these matters.
62 respondents
the national
Launched onfrom
February
1, 2017,and
the project was supported by the National Potato Council of
Kenya (NPCK)
Vita Ethiopia
whoNations,
aided in the development of the research instruments, data
regional
levels and
in Amhara,
Southern
collection and
validation
results.
It was funded by the Food and Business Knowledge Platform
Nationalities
and
People’sofRegion
(SNNPR),
of the Netherlands.
and
the Oromia Region. These were local
University in the Netherlands and at the NPCK
to note that there are no material linkages
In Kenya, the researchers sampled 65 respondents in Nairobi, Meru, Nyandarua and Bomet
seed
potato producers (i.e. farmers/groups/
in Nairobi,
respectively. Other people
between credit providers and NGOs.
and also interviewed representatives from theoffices
national
and governments.
cooperatives)),
private
seed potato
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The survey findings reveal stark differences in diversity and strength of connections of seed
potato producers in material (seed and other inputs) and non-material (information and service)
exchange between Kenya and Ethiopia. Kenya has a larger and a more diverse network for nonmaterial exchange than Ethiopia. In contrast, Ethiopia has a larger and more diverse network
for the exchange of materials. The highest number of ties in material exchange in Kenya is with
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Linking Farmers to
Processors through
the HortIMPACTSupported Project

T

he demand for quality ware
potatoes is growing. This is
largely influenced by the
entrance of several international
hotel and restaurant chains,
changing consumer tastes and preferences
and customers’ willingness to pay for quality
products.
Numerous studies and discussions have
shown that the demand for quality ware
potatoes by processors of various potato
based products in Kenya has remained
largely unmet. There is a wide gap between
the quality of potatoes desired by large
potato processors and what the farmers
supply. This is mainly because farmers
produce varieties that processors consider to
be of inferior quality. The quality and quantity
requirements of ware potato demanded
by processors often remain unknown to
most of the producers. At the same time,
producers lack information and linkages
that can help them to achieve the stated
requirements. Furthermore, the market
demand for processors is often unknown
meaning that producers cannot adequately
plan production and rely on a trial-and-error
approach.
Most processors and buyers have no
connections with farmers except when
buying their produce. This limits the
farmers’ commitment to the crop and their
potential to take risk with their investment
in its production. Farmers also need to be
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organized so that they can be planning.
The Netherlands Development
Organisation (SNV) through the Kenya
market–led Horticulture Programme,
(popularly known as HortIMPACT),
has for the last one year worked with
smallholder farmers on how to link them
to processors. This has the following aims:
s )DENTIFYING PROCESSORS WHO ARE
willing and have demonstrated
interest in working with producer
groups;
s %STABLISHING AND STRENGTHENING THE
link and operations between the
processors and potato producers
profiled by HortIMPACT;
s 5NDERSTANDING AND DOCUMENTING
the quality and quantity
requirements and logistical issues that
are important to processors;
s %NCOURAGE AND FACILITATE INFORMATION
sharing between processors and
producers through buyer–seller
meetings, exposure visits,
demonstrations, training etc;
s %NCOURAGE AND FACILITATE TRADE
relationships between processors and
producers including contracting;
s )NCREASE YIELDS AND IMPROVE THE
quality of ware potatoes that are
supplied to the processors, while
introducing grading and quality
based pricing to encourage farmers to
produce better potatoes.
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Members of Isei Co-operative Society harvesting Markies variety in Bomet County
HortIMPACT’s partnership model
incorporates actors at all levels along
the value chain -from capacity building,
variety seed selection, production and
distribution through to potato processing
and consumption. The potato business case
is designed to increase productivity and
create market demand for superior quality

HortIMPACT’s
partnership model
incorporates actors at all
levels along the value chain,
from capacity building,
soil analysis, seed variety
selection, production and
distribution through to
potato processing and
consumption. The potato
business case is designed
to increase productivity
and create market demand
for superior quality ware
potatoes that are grown
based on their intended
uses such as baking,
mashing, French fries and
crisping.

ware potatoes that are grown based on
their intended uses such as baking, mashing,
French fries and crisping.
The Kenya Plant Health Inspectorate
Services (KEPHIS) has released 34 such
varieties from the Netherlands, with popular
varieties like Markies, Desiree, Rudolph,
Challenger, Sagitta, Voyager, Sagitta and
Jelly being made available for uptake by the
various markets. Markies and Jelly varieties
were used in this business case.
The business case was implemented in
five counties -Laikipia, Meru, Narok, Bomet
and Nyandarua. Some 45 demonstration
plots were set up in the five counties and
training conducted by trainers from Tymax
Agribusiness Solutions Limited who had
previously undergone training on potato
production at the Thika Horticultural Training
Centre.
During the farmer training sessions,
farmer groups with an average membership
of 30 farmers would gather at the lead
farmer’s sites to get practical training. This
was on soil testing, land preparation, planting,
integrated pest management, plant nutrition,
crop management, harvesting and marketing.
For comparison purposes, a parallel demo
plot applying conventional traditional
practice was set up alongside the demo site
where best practice was applied. However,
the inputs used on both plots were the same.
Training in each of the five counties
eventually culminated in farmers’ field

days that drew the interest of many potato
farmers in the region. The field day events
were organised around one of the nine demo
sites in each county where HortIMPACT,
in conjunction with Tymax Agribusiness
Solutions Limited, has been training potato
producers on best practice in ware potato
production.
Lessons on the application of best
practice in potato production were imparted
during the field days when potatoes were
harvested from both conventional and best
practice plots.
The variety produced in the second
season of the project was Markies that is
highly suitable for French fries production.
The yields from improved practice plots
were high, in comparison to yields from plots
under conventional farmer practices. The
plots where improved practice was applied
yielded an average of 15 tons per acre, while
fields under conventional farmer practice
yielded an average of 7 tons per acre. This is
a clear lesson that with soil testing, the right
variety, certified seed and good agricultural
practice, the yields increase and quality
improves.
The use of bio-pest controls from
Koppert Biological Solutions Limited was
promoted for disease and pest control in a
bid to improve the plant vigour and minimize
pest infestation. The reduction of chemical
sprays, some of which are systemic, also aims
to improve food safety of tubers.

Buyers and processors were also
present during the field days and discussed
with the trained farmers on contracting and
supply opportunities. These included Sereni
Fries Limited, Briken Greene Limited, GAEA
Foods Limited and Mister Potatoes Limited.
Other project partners and
stakeholders were present at the event to
market their products and services. These
included Crop Nutrition, Livatty, Agrico E. A,
Syngenta E. A, Koppert Biological Solutions
Limited and the Agricultural Development
Corporation. Equity Bank Ltd and the
Co-operative Bank of Kenya were present
to offer financial advice to the potato
producers.
Further, the training sessions and
field days provided a platform for other
programmes within SNV to reach out to the
farming communities. SNV’s Smart Water
for Agriculture have been promoting solar
energy irrigation pumps while the Africa
Biogas Partnership Programme (ABPP), a
programme implemented by HIVOS and SNVpromotes the use of clean renewable energy
and clean cooking. The MAMASE project
had sent representatives to sensitize farmers
on water harvesting and soil conservation
methods.
As the production component of the
business case comes to an end, HortIMPACT
has reached 3,312 potato farmers in the five
counties and created several linkages of
actors in the value chain.

I National Potato Council of Kenya
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Nyandarua Launches a Potato Strategy
during the County’s Potato Fair

N

yandarua County now
has a potato strategy that
was launched during the
County’s potato trade
fair held in March. The
strategy outlines the approach the county
government would carry out to address
challenges in the potato sub-sector in the
county between 2017 and 2022.
It also emerged that the County was
to benefit from a Ksh100 million funding
from the European Union to put up a
tissue culture laboratory and is set to have
an aeroponics/hydroponics seed potato
production unit and seed potato cold
storage facility which are set to be put up
in two of the County’s agricultural training
Centers.
This was revealed by the former
Governor Daniel Waithaka Mwangi during
the Trade Fair. The County government,
Mr Waithaka said, had procured potato
mechanization machinery and equipment
such as planters, potato ridgers and
diggers. He added that there has been
an introduction of new potato varieties
(i.e. Rudolf, Destiny, Markies, and Toluca)
which are suitable for both table and
processing. He added that the County had
been encouraging farmers to form groups
and cooperative societies to enable
them market their produce, access credit
and funding. The County had procured
5,330 bags of fertilizer to supplement
what had been provided by the national
government under the fertilizer subsidy
programme.
The Fair was also addressed by Dr.
Andrew Timur, Principal Secretary,
Livestock, who outlined some of
challenges facing the potato industry
and how the National government was
addressing them. He pointed out that one
of the biggest challenges was insufficient
certified seeds in the country (only 3%
of seed available is certified). Dr. Timur
said the government welcomes seed
companies from outside the country
to avail their seeds locally. He however
directed that the seed certification process
from the relevant regulatory bodies be
observed and encouraged public seed
producers like KALRO and ADC as well
as private seed producers to seek ways
of addressing the problem by increasing
their output.
According to Dr. Timur, the government
was addressing was potato packaging
size by coming up with a law that will
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Farmers touring one of the demostration sites during the fair

Dr. Andrew Timur right, former Governnor Daniel Waithaka Mwangi
(second from right) launching the County Potato Strategy
standardize potato packaging in the
country to 50-KG bags. He urged all
stakeholders to participate and contribute
to the development of these standards.
Ms. Agatha Thu, former CEC in the
Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries
expressed her pride in the strides the
county was making towards uplifting
the standards of potato farming in the
county. Apart from playing a vital role in
organizing the event, she informed the
participants that the county government
was planning to open three new potato
markets (selling point facilities) and
one storage facility in the county. She
also noted that tests had been carried
out on potato farming in the county
and the results showed that with good
agronomical practices, the county had the
potential of increasing its yield to 30 tons
per Ha up from the current 10 tons.
She talked of County’s plans to increase
the number of farmers doing contractual
farming in the county noting the 23,000
farmers who were to sign the letter of
intent at the event represented only 25%
of the total potato famer population in the
county. Ms. Agatha, however, argued that
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in as much as the local government and
its partners were working hard to improve
potato marketing in the county, the
farmers too had their obligations to fulfill.
She asked the farmers to practice good
potato farming practices in line with the

training they were due to receive from the
county. This, she noted will ensure good
quality potato produce that will fetch a
better market price. She further asked the
farmers to keep the end of their bargain
upon signing of contractual potato
farming agreements by being honest and
trustworthy to their contractual partners.
Held at the Oljoro-Orok Agriculture
Training Centre, the Fair’s theme was
‘Enhancing technologies in potato
value chains for food security and
agribusiness.’ It was held with the aims
of creating awareness on technologies
and innovations, demonstrating the
Potato production technologies and
for providing a networking platform for
service providers and other stakeholders.
In addition, the fair was meant to
enlighten participants on potato policy,
regulations, and standards.
The Fair was sponsored by Deutsche
Gesellschaft für Internationale
Zusammenarbeit GmbH (GIZ), Ministry
of Agriculture Livestock and Fisheries
(MoALF), Alliance for Green Revolution in
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Farmer enngagement forum facilitated by Rose Manyonge of NPCK

Africa (AGRA), International Potato Center
(CIP), Grow Africa, IPM Potato Group and
SNV the Netherlands Organisation.
It was attended by over 2,000 people
who included farmer representatives from
13 major Potato producing Counties in
Kenya, development partners, agricultural
input suppliers, financiers, insurance
companies, processors, and other
potential industry players and actors. The
event provided a perfect opportunity
for interaction with the industry players
for purposes of improving businesses,
productivity 40 Companies exhibited
during the event. The event gave them
an opportunity to display their products,
services, and innovations.
AGRA was represented by the
Vice President, Mr. Sean de Cleene, who
pointed out that AGRA was working
together with NPCK to bring together
the potato sub-sector players with the
aim of making money for the farmers. Mr.
Cleene stated that potato farming is a
business and not a development program
and that AGRA believes that farming has
one of the best chances in the country for
improving the financial welfare of farmers.
Further, he said that banks were now
willing to invest in agriculture more than
before. However, Mr. Cleene pointed out
that it was necessary that farmers work
together in well-coordinated groups in
order to access these financial services.
Apart from the financial institutions, he
noted that large multinational farm input
providers like Yara, Syngenta and Feil
were willing to work with the farmers
towards improving their potato farming.
Mr. Cleene reiterated the need for farmers
to approach potato farming as a business
so that they can benefit.
During the Fair, NPCK facilitated a
potato marketing initiative discussion
with farmers with the objective of
exhibiting business opportunities for
farmers and creates business-to-business
linkages between producers and
processors. The discussion focused on the

marketing challenges that potato farmers
were facing which included uncertainty
of ready market, exploitation by market
intermediaries and lack of knowledge
on potato market demands. In addition,
farmers face challenges related to lack
of warehouses, delay of payments from
companies that contracted them, low
prices offered by contractors and lack of
access to financing.
In the marketing model, NPCK acts as
a link between the farmers and potato
buyers. The need to have farmers organized
in potato groups and or co-operatives for
linkage purpose was emphasized. Farmers’
enthusiasm on the marketing model led
to the registration of some 87 new farmer
groups were registered
To address these challenges, those
present expressed the need for farmers
to sign contracts with buyers and
for leaders of farmers to engage their
groups for commitment to sell through
the cooperatives and for coordinators to
know their roles at the group level.
Sereni Fries, Gaea foods and Ojaygreene
were buyers who expressed interest in
marketing contracts. The event also led
to the Signing of the letters of intent (LOI)
by Potato buyers/processors and specific
farmer groups. Read out by Ms. Agatha,
the letter was addressed to the Agriculture
PS through the CEC. It mentioned the
parties involved which included AGRA,
Grow Africa, and NPCK and expressed the
companies’ interest to partner with potato
farmers from all over the country starting
with Nyandarua and Nakuru counties.
A representative from each of the three
processing companies signed the L.O.I
and was witnessed by leaders of the famer
groups involved, the governor, the CS,
partners and the general public.
The Agricultural Finance Cooperation
also signed a letter of intent with the
county government expressing its wish
to offer loan facilities to potato farmer
groups as well as individual famers in the
county
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Nutrition-Sensitive Potato Partnership
Project (NuSePPP) at a glance

N

utrition-sensitive Potato
Partnership Project
(NuSePPP) is funded by the
German Federal Ministry
for Economic Cooperation
and Development (BMZ) and implemented
by Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale
Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) as part of the global
program for improving the potato value
chain in East Africa. It is implemented in
Kenya and Uganda. In Kenya, the project
supports small holder farmers and
communities in the counties of Bungoma
and Nyandarua in the field of agricultural
extension and nutrition advisory. The project
targets to improve potato yields for 12,
000 farmers and improve the nutritional
situation of 15,000 people.
In the field of agricultural extension,
one of the main instruments of NuSePPP
is farmers´ training through Farmer Field
and Business Schools (FFBS). The FFBS are
organized such that farmers are placed into
groups of 25 people each, selected by the
Ward Agricultural Officers (WAOs) of the
respective county government, who has
undergone a two week training course on
GAP & facilitation skills. The selected farmers
then undergo an intense season long
training on GAP and business knowledge.
The challenges faced in potato production
by the farmers including lack of technical
knowledge are discussed and solutions
suggested during the training. The 3-months
training, covers a wide range of topics,

A diagrammatic representation of nutritional value of potatoes

Farmers conducting agroecological analysis on Karamboithi FFBS in Njabini Ward
including:
s 3EED SELECTION AND PLANTING
s 3OIL PREPARATION
s #ROP MANAGEMENT
s (ARVESTING AND STORAGE
s "USINESS MANAGEMENT AND MARKETING
Each of the groups, distributed within the
five sub counties of Nyandarua (Kipipiri, Ol
jororok, Ol Kalou, Ndaragua and Kinangop)
and Mount Elgon Sub County in Bungoma,
sets up a demonstration plot where practical
lessons are conducted. On the ground, Lead
Farmers are entrusted with the responsibility
of training other farmers after they
themselves have been trained.
NuSePPP targets to increase potato
productivity by 40%. The potato yield

A woman demostrates to her coleagues the mechanism of making a kitchen garden
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per hectare based on a baseline survey
conducted by the project currently stands
at 8.5 tons, however, previous NuSePPP field
trials with high quality seed and good crop
management have indicated that the figure
can be raised to 25 ton per hectare. So far,
more than 1,800 farmers and 80 trainers
have been trained over the last 6 months.
Another important component of
NuSePPP focuses on advisory for improved
nutrition in the frame of community
dialogues. 700 Trainers/ Community Health
Volunteers (CHVs) have been selected and
trained and will in turn provide regular
advice on nutrition to rural communities
over the next 4 years. Since potato is the
main food crop for these communities, the
nutritional value of potatoes and cooking
demonstration of nutritious potato dishes
is highlighted during the training. Further
topics considered include:
s
.UTRITION FOR ADOLESCENT GIRLS
s
.UTRITION FOR PREGNANT WOMEN
s
.UTRIENT CONSERVATION DURING FOOD
preservation and cooking
s
&OOD HYGIENE AND SAFETY
s
+ITCHEN GARDENING
The choice of the two counties was
informed by the abundance of potato in
the areas-Nyandarua county for example
produces 33% of Kenya’s potatoes, while

Mount Elgon Sub-County is another area
where potato farming does well in Kenya.
A preliminary study by NuSePPP revealed
that residents in the potato producing areas
use potato as a cash crop, selling all the
proceeds to pay school fees and such other
expenditures while ignoring its nutrition
value. It is important to note that the potato
is rich in vitamin C1, B1-B4, calcium and

protein. The major aim of the FFBS and
Community dialogue is therefore to improve
incomes for small scale farmers and alleviate
negative impacts as a result of malnutrition.
Sector coordination is the third
intervention area of NuSePPP. This entails
coordinating activities such as stakeholder
exchange between private and public
actors. Already, several actors in the potato

subsector have various initiatives in a bid
to transform the subsector into a more
competitive industry by use of certified
seed, optimization of use of inputs,
disease control, and improved storage
and marketing. Because of the multitude
of different initiatives a need has arisen to
provide coordination among the actors.
NuSePPP is therefore supporting National
Potato Council of Kenya (NPCK) to provide
this coordination function.
The NPCK acts as a platform for various
development partners and stakeholders
at different levels of the value chains to
consult, engage, plan and develop strategies
for implementation by members. NPCK on
behalf of NuSePPP has been supporting
the National and County governments to
develop the National Potato Strategy and
the Nyandarua County Potato Strategy.
In the frame of NuSePPP a National seed
potato committee has been established to
develop a roadmap with the target to draw
a strategy for overcoming the seed shortage
in the country. Further, standardized training
guidelines for the industry to train farmers
are currently being developed.

Crop Insurance Gives Farmers a Peace of Mind
By Joseph Chegeh
According the World Bank, agriculture
plays a key role in sustaining Kenya’s
economy as it, contributes about 35% to
the GDP. Specifically, potato farming is
one of the most productive and lucrative
agribusiness ventures in Kenya. However,
there are risks involved which can make
the investments made by farmers to go
up especially if they do not practice smart
farming.
Smart farming involves incorporation
of several factors of production with an
ultimate goal of maximizing production,
reducing costs while at the same time
mitigating risks. Compromising any
of these major factors can create an
imbalance in the production system and
consequently diminish the returns.
Just like any other crop, potato
production is highly dependent
on genetic composition and the
environment. This means the type,
source and the quality of planting
material used by a farmer. It is therefore

advisable to use planting material
from certified institutions with credible
reputations.The environment refers
to the choice of agro-ecological zone
where potatoes are grown, planting date,
and crop management practices such
as crop nutrition, crop rotation, weed
management and other recommended
practices. Incorporating these basic
factors raises the probability of achieving
high yields.
However, some factors such as
prevailing weather conditions and
uncontrollable diseases and pests
outbreaks are unpredictable and beyond
farmers’ control. Therefore, insurance
becomes an ideal risk mitigation tool.
Among the major benefits of crop
insurance include cushioning farmers
against the vagaries of the weather,
attaining the peace of mind and giving
farmers confidence to invest more in
potato production. At the same time, it is
easy for farmers who insure their crops

to access credit.
There are two types of insurance
covers for farmers: Indemnity based
crop insurance and Index Based Crop
Insurance. The first category compensates
farmers in case of a loss based on the
ground verified loss quantifications where
insurance companies engage a qualified
agronomist to monitor the crop and
assess any loss due to an insured risk.
Index Based Crop Insurance relies on a
historical set of data such as rainfall data,
or crop yield data to predict possible
future losses and sets insurable risk limits
(index). This Index is therefore used to
monitor insurance contracts during crop
production period.
For a customized agriculture insurance
quotation, contact ACRE Africa on
0719 249 615 or email us at enquiries@
acreafrica.com.
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Var Tornado grown on farm in Timau

Timau trials of IPM bred varieties

Kirinyaga Seeds to Begin
Selling Improved Seed
Potato Varieties in 2018

K

irinyaga Seeds is a joint venture
between Kevian Kenya Ltd
and IPM Potato Group Ltd
from Ireland. In 2015, both
companies embarked on setting
up a specialised seed potato company
following a fact finding visit by Kevian to the
Netherlands and Ireland facilitated by the
International Fertilizer Development Centre
(IFDC).
From the outset, both companies
recognized the challenges in improving the
value chain as well as the unique advantages
in Kenya that are suitable for producing
quality seed potatoes in the highlands. Both
companies committed to producing all the
seed in Kenya and not to import the seed
from Europe.
IPM is an Irish-based company that
has been producing and exporting seed
potatoes since 1950. Its core business is the
exportation of certified seed from Northern
Europe to the Middle East, North Africa and
Southern Europe. In recent years, IPM has
developed locally-licensed seed production
with key partners in North America, South
Africa, Australia, New Zealand and Chile.
With bases of operation in the UK, Holland,
France, Portugal and Brazil, IPM is a leading
developer of potato varieties for an everchanging global potato market.
Kevian also produces and markets
natural health drinks and fruits as well as
organizing the supply chain. In recent years,
the company has expanded its operations
into soups and food products and intends
to establish a potato processing facility in
Nairobi. Having gone through the process
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and challenges of establishing a fruit supply
chain for its juice business, Kevian has already
begun to invest in the downstream supply of
potatoes by engaging smallholder farmers.
This is aimed at improving the supply of raw
products needed to run a modern potato
processing plant. The company has gone
through a similar process while developing
the value chain for Mango fruit and this
enabled it to understand the necessity of
obtaining the right variety and a guaranteed
supply of seed to farmers.
The challenge of establishing the Kirinyaga
Seeds involved setting up a system and
structure to import in-vitro plantlets of
the new varieties under the strict control
of the Kenya Plant Health Inspectorate
Service (KEPHIS). The company approached
Stockman Rozen to help with the
importation of the plantlets and to begin the
production of mini-tubers. After producing
the first crop of mini-tubers in 2016, Kirinyaga
Seeds went on to multiply G1 seed in the
field in order to present the varieties for trials
in Kenya.
Conducting trials and entering new
varieties for registration is a slow process
and requires many hours of labour and
oversight. The company was lucky as it got
support from the Syngenta Foundation
for Sustainable Agriculture over the last
three years and which has been crucial in
developing and selecting suitable varieties
for release in the country.
The goal of any successful breeding
program is to find the best adapted variety
that will give farmers improved yields
and profitability while balancing this with
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the quality and taste requirements from
processors and consumers. After three years
of adaptive research, Kirinyaga Seeds plans
to release four new varieties into the market
in 2018 -Tornado, Fandango, Imagine and
Infinity.
Tornado is a red skinned variety with long
shaped tubers and is ideal for French fries
(chips). The variety produces a very high
number of large and uniform tubers and has
been tested in numerous climatic conditions
across the globe where it has consistently
proven to be very resistant to both high
temperatures and periods of drought.
Fandango is a high-yielding cream
coloured variety that produces large tubers
ideal for baking. It is one of the highest
yielding varieties produced by the IPM
potato breeding program. Its shallow ‘eyes’
and smooth skin are very attractive to
consumers.
Infinity is a red-skinned crisping variety
that combines high dry matter, good fry
colours, round shape and shallow eyes which
make the variety ideal for both processors
and consumers alike.
Imagine is also a high-yielding variety,
producing a very high number of mediumsized tubers. The variety has a very distinctive
purple eye over a cream coloured skin.
The attractive skin colour and culinary
profile make the variety very appealing to
consumers.
After three years of hard work, research
and trials, Kirinyaga Seeds will be proud to
offer farmers quality certified Kenyan seed
potatoes in 2018.

Agriculture, being the economic
backbone of the county, implies that
necessary infrastructural support has
to be put in place for this sector to
play her rightful role. This shall include
development of the showground site
in Olkalou as more expansive land for
research and training shall be sought.
Contacts:Box 701 Box
701 – 20303 Ol’Kalou, Kenya
Tel: 0792735720, 0792735736
Email: info@nyandarua.go.ke

The Agricultural Finance Corporation (AFC), a
wholly owned Government Development Finance
Institution (DFI), was established in 1963 initially
as a subsidiary of the Land and Agricultural Bank.
In 1969, it was incorporated as a full – ﬂedged
ﬁnancial institution under the Agricultural Finance
Corporation Act, Cap 323 of the laws of Kenya.
Today we remain the leading Government Credit
institution mandated to provide credit for the
sole purpose of developing agriculture. This role
is crucial given that Agriculture is the mainstay
of the Kenyan economy where 80% of the
Kenyan population which is rural based relies on
agriculture as their main support system.
Tel +254-020-3317199/3272000
Hotline +254788524998 or 254704153773
Email :customerservice@agriﬁnance.org or info@
agriﬁnance.org

Bayer is a global enterprise with core
competencies in the ﬁelds of health care
and agriculture. Bayer Crop Science, the
agricultural entity of Bayer, is the world’s
leading research-intensive business
in the agricultural industry offering a
broad range of innovations, chemical and
biological products for improving plant
health along with high value seeds.
Contacts:
Box 30321 00100, Nairobi
Tel: 0208600000 / 0722 427137

ACRE Africa, the brand name of Agriculture
and Climate Risk Enterprise Ltd. (ACRE),
links farmers to insurance products so that
they can conﬁdently invest in their farms.
Cumulatively, by 2016, over 1,000,000 farmers
in Kenya, Tanzania and Rwanda accessed
agriculture insurance products designed by
ACRE Africa. Our products cover drought,
pests & diseases and other farming risks.
ACRE Africa is not an insurance company,
but rather a service provider working with
local insurers and other stakeholders in the
agricultural insurance value chain.
Contact us:
Phone: +254 719 249 615
Email: enquiries@acreafrica.com

Antrix International Limited
is a leader in offering organic nutritional
products to farmers in the east Africa
region. Our pledge is to offer world class
innovative products and solutions that
enhance soil health and biodiversity. our
products increase yield, improve product
quality and reduce environmental impact.
We aim to help our farmers and
partners to produce healthy crops while
preserving the environment.
Contacts: Box 17947-00500 Nairobi
Tel: 0786198200/0727455956/0202438872
Email: sales@antrixkenya.com

The International Potato Center (CIP)
was founded in 1971 as a root and tuber
research institution to deliver sustainable
solutions to the pressing world problems
of hunger, poverty, and the degradation
of natural resources. CIP brings the
scientiﬁc background, technical expertise
and implementation experience in areas
of breeding and variety release, seed
system development, agronomy, markets
and nutrition for both potato and sweet
potato
box 25171 Nairobi 00603 Kenya
Tel:(254-20) 422-3602,
Email: cip-nbo@cgiar.org

ADC is a government parastatal
established in 1965 through an Act of
Parliament, it is mandated to maintain and
produce high quality livestock for farmers
and ensure adequate production of the
countries seed crop for National Food
Security. ADC Molo Seed established in
1979 is mandated to produce certiﬁed
seed potatoes in Kenya.
Contacts:
Box, 366-20106, Molo.
Tel: 020 2318066,
Email: adcmolo@gmail.com

Since its inception in 1963, Amiran
Kenya Ltd has been a driving force
behind the horticulture and ﬂoriculture
industries in Kenya and throughout East
Africa. A part of the Balton CP group
of companies headquartered in the
United Kingdom and spread throughout
Africa and Israel, Amiran Kenya provides
complete solutions in all of its ﬁelds of
expertise. From products and services
to training and capacity building,
Tel:+254 (0)71909500
Fax: +254202635252/202070472
Old Airport Nort Rd.-Embakasi
P.O.Box 30327-00100, Nairobi, Kenya

Crop Nutrition Laboratory Services Ltd.
(CROPNUTS) is a proudly Kenyan laboratory
run by a dedicated vibrant team. CROPNUTS
provides soil testing, leaf analysis, nematology,
plant, seed and root pathology, drinking
water and waste water and irrigation water
analysis.CROPNUTS gives recommendations
and consultancy for Soil Nutrition, Soil
Health, Long Term Soil Fertility, Soil Carbon
sequestering, Plant and Root Health and
Water Use Efﬁciency.
Tel: 0720 639 933
0736 839 933
Email: support@cropnuts.com
Website: www.cropnuts.com
Facebook: @cropnutsAg,
Twitter: @cropnuts
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chains that deliver these tools to the most rural areas,educate farmers about the benefits and
HANGZHOU
methods of irrigation and closely monitor the impacts of this work.

For over 100 years, CKL has provided
farmers with tried, tested and proven
solutions. We continue with our
endeavour to avail only the best of
quality brands that boost production
and productivity in the farm, in pursuit
of our mission of “Enabling Africa to be
a global leader in food production”
P.O. BOX 40596-00100,
NAIROBI
Telephone: +254 20 4206000,
Mobile: +254 722 209 840, +254
734 330 044
Email: info@coopers.co.ke,
Website: www.coopers.co.ke

AGROCHEMICALS
INDUSTRIES EA LTD

East African Business limited
(EABCL) is a newly set up company in
agricultural sector in Kenya. EABCL has
already made its presents felt in the
Horticulture (Floriculture and vegetable
export sectors) in Kenya with plans to
expand to the neighboring countries.
EABCL product range include
insecticides, fungicides, herbicides, PGR,
Rooting Hormones, Cocoa peat, sticky
rolls, specialized fertilizers and nets-bud
nets, harvest nets, bird nets.

We are the largest agri-input suppliers company
Hardi Kenya Limited is the largest
in Kenya who can meet almost 90% of farm
supplier of Agricultural Spraying
agri-input especially into ﬂoriculture sector.
Hangzhou agrochemicals industries EA
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P.O Box 24942-00100, Nairobi,Kenya
Tel: +254 20 2441201/2
Mob:+254 735544544, +254722563698
+254 738980267
info@greenlife.co..ke|www.greenlife.co.ke
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ICL Kenya - driven by innovation, Inspired by nature is Part of the ICL-Group, ICL Kenya

Equity Bank Kenya Limited, is a ﬁnancial
services provider headquartered in Nairobi,
Kenya. It is licensed as a commercial bank,
by the Central Bank of Kenya, the central
bank and National banking regulator. In
2010 the entity introduced Agency banking
model which has proved a success and
still regulated by Central Bank of Kenya
Prudential guidelines
P.O. Box 75104 – 00200 Nairobi 7
Tel +254-763063000
Email: info@equitybank.co.ke

Greenlife crop protection Ltd
(GCPAL) is one of the leading
agrochemical company in Kenya.
Our mission is to develop quality
products of affordable cost and
conveniently deliver products to our
customers with absolute promptness,
consistence and efﬁciency.
Our products are environmentally
friendly and safe and sourced from world
leading manufacturers regulated by FAO
and WHO standards
P.O Box 24942-00100,Nairobi,Kenya
Tel: +254 20 2441201/2
Mob:+254 735544544
+254722563698
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Feil group of companies was established in
1983 having 5 regional branches in Kenya
with over a staff of 400 with a full range
of equipment from construction, mining
& agricultural industries. Our 5 spare part
warehouses, spread across East Africa,
are fully stocked with 100% original spare
parts, we have strong distribution network
enabling us to send parts across East Africa
Recognizing that ﬁrst class support is vital
to our customers, this has always been at
the core of Feil business, and we strive to
provide you with only the very best in all
aspects of customer support

As a globally recognised German
machinery company, GRIMME specialises
in providing mechanisation solutions for
potato, beet and vegetable farmers. The
German company is family-owned and
sells its machinery in around 120 countries
worldwide through a network of daughter
companies and national dealers. Wellknown brands that belong to the GRIMME
Group are GRIMME, ASA-LIFT, SPUDNIK,
RICON and INTERNORM.
Contacts Hunteburger Str. 32,
4940+27 86 618 7101
Mobile +27 82 457 2025
E-Mail: j.smit@grimme.de
Web http://www.grimme.com
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GTIL deals with Micro-propagation
ofdisease and pest free planting
materialscrops such as Bananas, Sweet
Potatoes,potatoes, Cassava sugarcane,
pyrethrumand ﬂowers through Tissue
CultureTechnology. GTIL lab has a
capacity of 20million plants annually
and also producespo tato mini-tubers
through AeroponicsTechnologies.
Contacts:
Box 47430-00100, Nairobi
Tel: 0204183279/0722662037
Email: kae@africaonline.co.ke

KALRO Tigoni is one of the four Centres’
under the Horticulture Research Institute
(HRI) created under KALR, Act 2013 that
established the Kenya Agricultural and
Livestock Research Organization.With a
national mandate for potato research and
development, the role of KALRO Tigoni
Centre in coordination and implementation
of potato research programs is recognized
internationally and is a accredited by Pest
Control Products Board (PCPB) to conduct
pre-registration efﬁcacy trials on new
pesticides and by the National Industrial
training Authority (NITA) to provide practical
training and capacity building of stakeholders
in potato sector
P. O. Box 338-0217, Limuru, KENYA
Tel: +254-727-031-783;,
Email: kalro.tigoni@kalro.org, www.kalro.org

KEPHIS
Kenya Plant Health Inspectorate
Service(KEPHIS) is the government parastatal
responsible for assuring the qualities of
agricultural inputs and produce to promote
food security and national growth. The
Corporation does this through three key
areas: seed certiﬁcation and plant variety
protection, phytosanitary services and
analyses of agricultural inputs and produce
through our locally and globally accredited
laboratories. KEPHIS headquarters is in Karen,
Nairobi with regional ofﬁces spread across
the country and at border points

Contacts: Box 49592-0100
Tel:0709891000/0206618000
Email: kephisinfo@kephis.org

Hygrotech East Africa is an
Agribusiness company specialized in
Hybrid Vegetable Seeds.
The company has a complete range
of many varieties speciﬁc to Kenyan
needs from Potato Production to
Fodder & Pastures.
The Company also is specialized
in Spray Equipment, Agrochemical
Adjuvants, Foliar Feeds and Pesticides.
Contacts: +254722205148,
+254722607582
+254728607583
Email Address:info@hygrotech.co.ke
Website:www.hygrotech.co.ke

IPM is an international leader in
potato variety innovation and in the
production, marketing and distribution
of seed potatoes. We are committed to
delivering the best varieties for all potato
customers: growers, processors, packers,
retailers and consumers, through the
supply of high quality seed at the start of
the production chain

Contact
Tel: +353 1 2135410
Fax: +353 1 2958035
Email: info@ipmpotato.
com

Kickstart International is an awardwinning,nonproﬁt social enterprise with a
mission to lift millions of people in Africa
out of poverty quickly,cost-effectively, and
sustainably.they do so by designing and
mass marketing durable yet affordable
“moneymaker”branded irrigation pumps.
kickstart uses donor funds to design the
technologies, establish the private-sector
supply chains that deliver these tools to the
most rural areas,educate farmers about the
beneﬁts and methods of irrigation and closely
monitor the impacts of this work.

Contacts: Box 64142-00620 Nairobi,
Kenya
Tel: 020 3740176
Email: kickstart,org
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Kisima Farm Ltd seed potatoes
are Kenya’s best brand of seed potatoes
We supply high quality, certiﬁed seed
potatoes that a farmer can expect
increased yields.
For more information, call us
on our hotline
0716968766/ 072250983

Murphy Chemicals (E.A.) Ltd. was established in
1958 and is the oldest agrochemical distribution
company in the country. Over the years the
company has developed a brand name with the
farmers particularly in small packs and quality
products. The company has one of the largest
distribution networks in the country comprising 110
main distributors (MDs) and 600 stockists located in
main agricultural areas of the country and meeting
the diverse needs of the farmers. The packaging of
our products is done in such a manner that it meets
the needs of the large scale farmer as well as the
small scale farmer with product pack sizes ranging
from 200 lt. drums to 28ml bottles

Koppert Kenya is a subsidiary of
Koppert
B.V. Netherlands -the international
market leader in biological crop
protection as a tool for integrated pest
management (IPM). Established in 2006,
Koppert Kenya provides
an integrated system consisting of
natural, safe solutions -including soil &
seed enhancement, to increase crop
health, resilience and productivity in
horticulture and agriculture.
Contacts: Box 41852 -00100
Nairobi, Kenya
Tel: 020 2021918 / 0731
202191
E-mail: info@koppert.co.ke

Safaricom is one of the leading integrated
communications companies in Africa that
offers a wide range of PrePay and PostPay
voice & data services, schemes and products.
They include Internet on mobile, affordable
broadband Internet, M-PESA, SMS, Bonga
Points, data bundles, modems as well as
Mobile Number

SoilCares Limited
Cara House (Formerly Symbion
House)
Karen Road, Nairobi, Kenya
T: +254 728 970 136
info@soilcares.com, www.soilcares.com
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As the world’s leading testing, inspection,
veriﬁcation and Certiﬁcation Company, we
provide a complete range of services for
every phase of the agricultural production
cycle, from soil analysis, nutrient/fertilizer
management advisory, research and
development through to harvest monitoring.
We offer unrivalled agricultural experience
and expertise, the latest technologies,
the latest technologies, state of the art
laboratories and ﬁeld stations, experienced
staff and a unique global network.
To discuss your requirements, contact our
seed and crop services team today.
P.O. Box 72118 – 00200, Nairobi
+254 709 633455,
+254 709 633400.
Email: john.mungai@sgs.com
Website: www.ke.sgs.com

P.O. Box 20495, NAIROBI - 00200 - KENYA
Tel: 0722570768, 0733610860, 0202017992.
E-mail: murphy@murphychemicals.co.ke
www.murphychemicals.com

SoilCares is a company offering franchise
based mobile and portable soil testing solutions
based on remote sensing technologies. With a
history of 85 years of offering soil testing for
farmers we have built up experience in analyses
and offering soil fertility recommendations. Our
infrastructure employs expert soil scientists,
agronomists, analytical chemists, statistical
experts and GIS software engineers from all
over the world.

Lachlan is an Exclusive marketing and
distribution agents in East for foreign
Principals; contracted through market
intelligence to promote, position and sell
products after technical development
and registration, and thereafter to ensure
growth, integrity of product origin and
continued quality of product and service
of distributor.
Contacts P.O.BOX 4947000100, Nairobi, Kenya,
Tel: + 254 20 2073912,
Fax: + 254 20 2060260,
Mobile: + 254 722 522749
www.griculture.co.ke

Situated at Krona Business Park
along Mombasa Road at City Cabanas
Footbridge
Starke Ayres specializes in vegetable
seeds, ﬂowers and lawn seeds, with over
130 yearsof experience since 1877.Our
headquarters is in Johannesburg, South
Africa and we supply premium varieties
ofvegetable, lawn and ﬂower seeds in
Africa and beyond.
Tel: +254(0)206659960/61, +254(0)700456248
email: kenya.info@starkeayres.com
web: www.starkeayrees.co.za
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Syngenta is a global leading agriculture
company that helps to improve food
security by enabling farmers to utilize
available resources better. , it provides
world class science and innovative crop
solutions, is committed to rescuing and
from degradation, enhancing biodiversity
and revitalizing rural communities.
Whether they grow potatoes, corn, rice,
vegetables orcoffee, farmers around
the world trust Syngenta to help them
produce healthy, premium crops and
minimize the use of precious natural
resources.
P.O BOX 30393-00100 Nairobi
Tel: +254703018000/
+254703019000
Email: syngenta.east_africa@syngenta.com

The UAP Old Mutual Group is an integrated
ﬁnancial services provider comprising Faulu
Microﬁnance Bank, UAP and Old Mutual. The
Group came into being in 2015 following the
attainment of a majority shareholding in Faulu
Microﬁnance Bank in 2014 and UAP in 2015 by
Old Mutual. Together we offer ﬁnancial solutions
for insurance, investment, savings and banking.
Contact UAP: Tel: +254 20 2850 000
Old Mutual:Tel: +254 20 2829800
Faulu:Tel: +254 20 3877290-3

TOYOTA TSUSHO
FERTILIZER AFRICA LTD
Suera Flowers is one of Kenya’s leading
ﬂower plantations and uses only nonhazardous chemicals in line with European
regulations, and is at the forefront in
establishing a cleaner environment via the
development of wetlands. The company
regularly wins awards at the International
Flower Trade Show. Suera farm is also a
registered seed Potato multiplication farm
Contacts:
Tel +254 20 574 847 or
+254 20 575 105
Emails: info@suera.co.ke or
sales@suera.co.ke

Toyota Tsusho Fertilizer Africa Ltd, is
a fertilizer plant in Eldoret specializing
in production of crop and soil speciﬁc
balanced nutrition fertilizer with an aim
of improving agricultral productivity and
farmer’s income.
Contacts
P.O Box 3398 - 00506 Nairobi, Kenya
+ 254 206917956

Tower Sacco was registered on 15th
September 1976. The purpose then was
to serve primary school teachers by
according them an opportunity to save
regularly, borrow wisely and repay their
loans promptly. The Sacco’s business
started in the year 1977 when the ﬁrst
loans were given to the members.
P.O Box 259-20303,OL’KALOU
TEL: 051-8000822, Fax 020-2071205
CELL: 0723-836421 or 0733-416492,
Hotline: 0731638930
E-mail: info@towersacco.co.ke
Website: www.towersacco.co.ke.

TINGA, East Africa’s largest network
of tractors and equipment, is a
community mechanization concept that
enables farmers to jointly access all farm
equipment. Farmers come together
either as an NGO, SACCO, Church, Cooperative society or Chama and Tinga
provides equipment for farming use at
the community level.Farmers can access
farm mechanization services through an
sms and Tinga mobile based application
from which they can choose a host of
services.
contacts: Box 4977 – 00200
Nairobi, Mombasa Road, Kenya
Tel:+254791496762
email: info@e-tinga.com

Ultravetis was formed in November
2000, Ultravetis is a Kenyan company
that supplies farmers with veterinary
animal health and hygiene products and
services, seeds, and agrochemicals.
Contacts: Tel 020-2358205 or
+254 733-666-640
Email :info@ultravetis.com

EUROCHEM INTERNATIONAL LTD
Contacts
P.O Box 76700 - 00620 Nairobi, Kenya. Email: eurochemltd@yahoo.com

Oshochemical industries Ltd
is a leader in delivering the best
agrochemical solutions, animal health
products, public health products and
extension services to the agricultural
industry in East and Central Africa. Our
goal is to bring innovative agricultural
products to the market through our
expert sales force in every location in
East and Central Africa.
Pilot lines: 0711 045000
www.oshochem.com,
oshochem@oshochem.com

Talya Humidity Technologies [THT] offers
a wide range of products and solutions
in Humidiﬁcation and Disinfection, across
the general agricultural and ﬂoricultural
landscapes. Our Head Ofﬁce, research and
development Centre, is based at Beit Herut,
in Israel. Talya’s systems are engineered to
speciﬁcally maintain the moisture content
of fresh produce in cold storage, further
lengthening the shelf life and reducing PostHarvest losses. Talya specializes in controlled
humidiﬁcation [for cold-storage, Green
Houses and Propagation tunnels and houses],
dust suppression, chilling, ripening, disinfection
and more.

P.O.Box 49172 – 00100.
Nairobi, KENYA
Mobile. +254-722-740057
Email: info@talya.co.ke

Yara’s knowledge, products and
solutions grow farmers’, distributors’
and industrial customers’ businesses
proﬁtably and responsibly while
protecting the earth’s resources, food,
and environment. We are the world’s
largest producer of ammonia, nitrates and
NPKs, providing the foundation of Yara’s
fertilizer and industrial solutions. Our
products and technologies increase yields,
improve product quality and reduce the
environmental impact.
Contacts: Box 50949-00200
Nairobi
Tel: 0724255370
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National Potato Council of Kenya

T

he National Potato Council of
Kenya (NPCK) is a Public Private
Partnership (PPP) and a multistakeholder organization whose
responsibility is to help plan,
organize, and co-ordinate potato value chain
activities and develop the subsector into
a robust, competitive, and self-regulating
industry. The Potato Council organizational
structure enables it to draw synergies
from a wide membership, representing
all stakeholders and actors in the potato
industry.

3.

4.

5.

6.
NPCK Vision Statement
Potato industry is a leading contributor
to increased incomes, food security, and
improved welfare in Kenya
NPCK MISSION STATEMENT
Coordinate potato sub-sector stakeholders
towards development of potato industry’s
profitability and livelihoods improvement.
NPCK Objectives
The NPCK Strategic Plan is anchored on six
objectives:
1. To contribute in creating an enabling
environment for effective and efficient
potato value chains for growth and
development of a self-regulating potato
industry.
2. To help build a cohesive potato industry
in order to promote synergies and
minimize duplication for efficient use
of resources through enhanced public

private partnership
To promote best practices for quality
standards, improved yields and
enhanced value addition in order to
thrive in local, regional, and global
markets.
To create a platform for information
management and capacity building for
the various potato value chain actors.
To mobilize and effectively manage
resources for the growth and stability of
the organization and prosperity of the
industry.
To identify and mainstream crosscutting
and emerging issues within the potato
industry

NPCK Services
1. Collect, process and disseminate
subsector information
2. Provide an avenue for creating
awareness about partners’ products
and services through NPCK website and
publications
3. Offer a platform for networking and
business engagements through
annual National Potato Conference
and trade fair, County trade fairs in
potato producing zones, and bi annual
stakeholders meetings
4. Facilitate development of standardized
branded seed and ware potato
packaging bags for use by farmers and
traders for quality adherence
5. Facilitate market linkages between
Potato farmers and the market outlets,
and between seed producers and ware

potato farmers.
6. Inform policy formulation for the
subsector, promote adherence to
regulations and adoption of good
agricultural practices
7. Lobby and advocacy for supportive
policy and legal framework
8. Consultancy services along the potato
value chain
9. Training and capacity building of
farmers, farmer cooperatives and farmer
associations
10.Act as a National platform for planning,
organizing, and coordination of all
subsector activities
NPCK MEMBERSHIP
NPCK draws synergies from a wide
membership representing all stakeholders
and actors in the industry who include:
Farmers, Researchers (National and
international), Public institutions, Extension
providers, seed producers, Traders,
Processors, Regulatory agencies, Financial
service providers, input providers, Ministry
of Agriculture for National and County
governments, Development partners and
other actors and players.
NPCK has three Membership categories;
Gold, Silver, and Bronze that allows
engagement, services and benefits at
different levels.

For more details about membership,
please follow the link: www.npck.org

NPCK Gold Members
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NPCK BUSINESS CHARTER
The NPCK’s Revised Business Charter
highlights the new areas of business
engagement with partners in the potato
subsector. The new services provided by
the Council will not only help improve
businesses for the actors and partners
but will also be a source of income that
will help in sustaining the NPCK. The new
services provided by the NPCK include:
1 Dissemination of subsector
information through NPCK website,
Bi-weekly e- newsletter and biannual
magazine.
2. Advertisement of products and
services through NPCK website.
3. Organizing the annual National Potato
Conference and Trade Fair as well
as Trade fairs in the 13 Major Potato
producing Counties. This will facilitate
business-to-business engagement,
networking, information sharing and
learning of new technologies and
innovations.
4. Facilitates the development of
standardized branded seed and ware

potato packaging bags for use by
farmers and traders. This will help
improve the quality of seed and ware
potatoes marketed and help establish
Traceability. It will also help the
Council to obtain income to be used
for its operations.
5. Development or facilitation of market
linkages between ware potato
farmers and the market outlets,
and between seed producers and
ware potato farmers. This will help
improve business for processors
and other market outlet and create
opportunities for financial institutions
and other input and service providers.
NPCK seeks a small commission for
organizing rendering this service.
6. Establish private seed inspectorate
services. NPCK will post seed
inspectors in the 13 major potato
producing counties who are trained
by KEPHIS and gazetted to help
undertake the certification process.
This service will ensure timely

seed inspections and attract more
investment in seed production.
Consequently, this will lead to
increased production and use of high
quality seed potato.
7. Organize regular stakeholder
meetings and forums for engagement,
search for solutions, business
networking, learning and sharing of
information.
8. Establish a Resource Centre and an
ICT platform that will constitute a
reference point for information which
is easily accessible.
9. NPCK will increase and improve
services to the members through
structured membership that allows
engagement at different levels.
Membership will be categorized
into three levels that will qualify
for different levels of services and
different discounts for services,
namely Gold, Silver and Bronze.
However, this does not denote a
difference in voting power.

The Three NPCK Membership Categories (Gold, Silver and Bronze)
A. Gold

A Gold member will pay annual
subscription of Kshs100, 000. This is a
premium level membership with the
following entitlements:
s !LL THE BENElTS OF AN ORDINARY MEMBER
s (AVE THEIR LOGOS APPEARING
on all NPCK publications and
communication channels, such as
website, Potato variety catalogue,
Potato Guardian and fliers/ brochures
s 2ECEIVE  DISCOUNT ON ANY
advertisement made through NPCK
publications and communication
channels such as website,
PotatoVariety catalogue and Potato
Guardian
s 2ECEIVE  DISCOUNT ON FEES CHARGED
for exhibition and showcasing during
National and County trade fairs
s -EMBERS WILL HAVE ACCESS TO
NPCK database with all subsector
statistics, information, publications &
innovations

B. Silver

A Silver member will pay annual
subscription of Kshs50, 000. This is a
medium level membership with the
following entitlements:
s !LL THE BENElTS OF AN ORDINARY
member
s (AVE THEIR LOGO APPEAR ON .0#+
website
s 2ECEIVE  DISCOUNT ON
advertisement made through
NPCK publications and
communication channels,
such as website, Potato variety
catalogue and Potato Guardian
s 2ECEIVE  DISCOUNT ON FEES
charged for exhibition and
showcasing products and
services during National and
County trade fairs

B. Bronze

A Bronze member will pay a maximum of
Kshs20,000 (see application form). This is
an ordinary level membership with the
following entitlements:
s !SSISTANCE IN INPUT SOURCING
marketing and linkages
s !TTEND SUBSECTOR MEETINGS
s !CCESS GENERAL SUBSECTOR INFORMATION
s &ORWARD TO .0#+ BUSINESS CHALLENGES
for solution search

Please pay by cheque, bank transfer
or deposit money to the following
Account: Name: National Potato
Council of Kenya, Bank and branch:
NIC Bank, ABC Branch, Account No:
1001574287, Swiftcode: NINCKENA
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We Grow Better, We Grow More

Kisima Farm Ltd seed potatoes are Kenya’s best brand of seed
potatoes. We supply high quality, certified seed potatoes that a
farmer can expect increased yields.
For more information, call us on our hotline
0716968766/ 0722509830

